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PREFACE 

This Industrial Dev~lopment Review is one of a seri~s of country studies 
prepared by the Indust:rial Development Review t.:nit, Regional and Country 
Studies Branch of the t.:nited ~ations Industrial Development Organization 
(L'NIDO). 

The Reviews present b=-ief factual and analytical surveys of industrial 
~evelopment in developing countrie;;. Such industry-specific Reviews are in 
demand for a variety of purposes: to provide an infrrmation service to 
relevant sections within t..~IDO and other international organizations and aid 
agencif's concerned with technical cssist"lnce to industry; to be used as a 
reference source for financial organizations, public and private industrial 
enterprises, and economic research institutes in developed and developing 
countries; and to serve as a handy, useful information source for pol icy
~akers in developing countries. The Reviews do not represent in-depth 
industrial surveys. with an exclusive focus on industry they present 
informat :,,n anci analyses on the broad spectrum of the industrial development 
pr~cess in the countries concerned in a condensed form. 

The Reviews draw primarily on information and material available at UNIDO 
headquarters from national and interna~ional sources as well as data contained 
in the UNIDO data base. Generally, the presentation of up-to-date information 
on sub-sectoral man·.ifacturing trends is constrained by incomplete national 
data on the industrial sector. To supplement efforts under way in UNIDO to 
improve the data base and to monitor industrial progress and changes on a 
regular basis, it is hoped that the relevant national authorities and 
institutions and other readers will provide co11111ents and further information. 
Such response will greatly assist in updating the Reviews. 

The present Review was prepared on the basis of information available at 
UNIDO headquarters by early 1990. It is an updated and expanded version of an 
earlier Review on Angola which was issued as a restricted document in 1988 
(PPD. R.15). It is divided into two rather distinct parts. Chapters l and 2 
are analytical in character, !>iving first a brief overview of the co11ntry's 
economy and it.s manufacturing sector and then a more detailed review af the 
structure and development of its manufacturing industries. Chapter 3 fo~us~s 
on the problems and prospects of selected industrial enterprises in key 
manufacturing sub-sectors. Chapter 4 reviews policy measures relevant to 
industriAl development and presents information on the more important 
governmental and other insticutions involved in industrial development. 
Chapter 5 contains information on Angola's resource endowmen~ for industrial 
development and identifies crucial areas requiring technical assistance. 

It should be noted that the Reviews are not off iciAl statements of 
intention or polir.y by gover!lments nor do the views and comments contained 
therein necessarily reflect those of the r~spective governmc.1ts. 
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4. 7 million.!/ 

7.2 persons per square kilometer 
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1980-1984!!/ 
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1985 
5.2 

1986 
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Agriculture and livestock 
Fisheries 
Petroleum 
Manufacturing, energy 

and min;ng 
Construction 
Services 
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1989 
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1986 
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1987 1988 1989 
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SUMMARY 

The outlook for the recovery of the Angolan economy, which has suffered 
seriously from internal unrest since the mid-19 70s, has improved somewhat 
during 1989. Although GDP declined by 9.1 per cent in 1989, renewed 
Government efforts to restructure and liberalize the Angolan economy, combined 
with a cessation of South African intervention, have sini:e 1989 resulted in 
increasing international support for the reconstruction of the economy. A 
major donors' conference is to take place in 1991. 

In recent years intermittent droughts have affected agrir:ultural output, 
causing widespread starvation particularly in the rural areas of Southern and 
Central Angola during 1989/90. Large-scale emergency assista~ce has been 
requested to mitigate the effects of the droughts. While most of the Angolan 
population earns a livelihood in the agricultural sector, agriculture 
accounted for only 15.3 per cent of GDP in 1989. The sector's small share, by 
African standards, is explained by the fact that the great majority of the 
farmers is engaged in subsistence agriculture. Cash cropping (coffee, cotton) 
was important in the past, but insecurity, the destruction of the transport 
network, lack of incentives and insufficient know-how have relegated 
coD111ercial agriculture to a marginal role. The country however has a large 
agricultural potential as a consequence of a low population/land ratio and a 
great diversity of soil and clirr.'l.tological conditions. With proper stimuli 
and a return of security in rural areas, the sector could once again become a 
major contributor to GDP, provide a wide range of raw materials for agro-based 
industries and constitute a significant market for industrial products. 

Angola remains the second-largest oil producer in Sub-Saharan Africa. In 
the face of Angola's assured oil boom the petroleum sector has emerged as the 
major source of economic growth. In 1989, the sector accounted for 90 per 
cent of all export earnings and for 41.9 per cent of GDP. Production reached 
a level of 450,000 b/d in the late 1980s, and reserves are estimated at more 
than 2,000 million barrels. The petroleum industry has suffered little from 
the consequences of war. The oil sector is dominated by foreign enterprises. 
Their presence has given rise to an extensive "dollar economy" which is 
separated from economic activities based on the official Kwanza exchange rate 
and on the parallel market exchange rate. The removal of the distortions 
caused by these three "parallel economic systems" is a key issue in economic 
recovery. 

The manufacturing sector (including energy and mining) ai::counted for an 
estimated 8.4 per cent of GDP in 1989. When energy generation and mining are 
excluded, the share of manufacturing is probably only 5 per cent. Total 
employment in registered enterprises stood at 50,300 in 1987. Petroleum 
refining accounted for 70 per cent of turnover in the industry sector in 
1987. Virtually all production is destined for the domestic market. Some 
refined petroleum is exported. The remaining industries are grouped in the 
iood, light consumer goods and heavy industry sub-sectors. The light consumer 
goods industry dominates manufacturing, with 49.8 per cent of MVA in 1987. 
Food and heavy industries contributed 23.4 per cent and 26.8 per cent, 
respectively. Over the past decade, there has been a modest shift away from 
light consumer goods, with the heavy industries' share in MVA growing 
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fastest. The most important branches in these :;uh-sectors are bakery goods, 
flour and oil milling in the food processing sub-sector; textiles and clothing 
in the 1 ight consume1 goods industries; and transport equipment and building 
materials in the heavy industries. Chemical and rubber products, which are 
classified as light or heavy industries depending on the type of product, also 
make substantial contr~bution. 

During 1960-1973, MVA was growing at an average annual rate of 11 per 
cent in real terms. The manufacturing sector suffered a marked contraction 
during the second half of the 1970s, after Independence. Primarily set up to 
process the country's rich agdcul tnral and mineral resources, indu~trial 

enterprises have on the whole not been able to surmount the domestic supply 
difficulties and the destruction of plants caused by war. Problems were 
compounded by ill-conceived policies, a severe lack of qualified ~ersonnel and 
shortages of foreign exchange to import machinery, spare parts a1.d input&. 

The deLline was halted around 1980. Industrial production recovered 
somewhat in the early 1980s, but the real value of production in 1985 
represented only 54 per cent of the 1973 level of industrial output. The 
deceleration of industrial output was exacerbated hy further declines in most 
industries since 1986, as foreign exchange to purchase imports for industry 
has become even scarcer. Available production capacity is now often less than 
half of the capacity installed originally. Even so, the utilization rates of 
presently available capacity tend to be low, usually below SO per cent. The 
problems of the country have increased the concentration of industrial 
activities in the major coastal cities, where at least some of the logistical 
problems can be overcome and where an important and easily served market for 
industrial products exists. 

There is considerable variation in the growth trends experienced by the 
s•1'1\-se-:tors of manufacturing. Investments in the food industries, mainly in 
reh.atilitation, enabled brewing and soft drinks, flour milling, bakery goods 
and vegetable oil production to hold their poi;ition or reduce their decline. 
These industries contributed significantly to the recovery during 1981-1986, 
but with the partial exception of beverages and cooking oil, the food industry 
shared the 1986-1989 recession with other sub-sectors. 

The light consumer goods industry, encompassing the production of 
textiles, clothing, footwear, wood processing, tobacco, soaps and detergents, 
plastic products, etc., suffered in 1987-1989, after recovering moderately in 
previous years, but the sub-sector was not as strongly affected as the food 
industry. Indeed, there was a clear upward production trend for a number of 
products in 1988 and 1989, such as plastics. The heavy industry sector 
recovered strongly during 1981-1986, increasint, its share in t.>tal MVA, but 
after that production decrease1 in most branches, the major exceptions being 
vehicle assembly, steel tubes. the assembly of radio and television s~ts, and 
the manufacture of tyres. 

Although industrial policies have emphasized the role of government 
intervention, the majority of industrial enterprises is privately owned. Only 
the transport equipment and food processing industries are dominated by public 
enterprises. Government influence on manufclcturing development however has 
been pervasive through, such measures as price controls, allocation of fqreign 
exc.hange and control , over investment. These have constrained rather, than 
stimulated industrial development. In allocating foreign exchange reserves to 
meet the import requirements of the f ir'ms, the Government needs to balance 
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efficiency and employment consideratior.s. Although the closure of currently 
inefficient industrial units could ca:.lse loss of jobs, ti1ere is a strong case 
for giving preferential treatment to e~f icient users of foreign exchange. 

The need to find effective solutions to the country's economic problems 
led to the adoption of a liberalization and restructuring progranme, the 
Saneamento Economico e Financeiro (SEF), in 1988. The 1989-1990 Programa de 
Recuperai;ao Economica (PRE) articulated the policies to be implemented, and 
set investment priorities by sector and targets fJr pro<luction and the 
provision of services. The priorities for the manufacturing sector are: 

to strengthen the linkages with agriculture and trade in order to 
stimulate national agricultural production and decrease the 
dep~ndency on imports; 

to give more autonomy to the management of the industrial 
enterprises and to make public enterprises responsible for achieving 
better financial results; 

to emphasize improved utilization of existing plants through 
rehabilitation rather than investment in new projects; 

to decentralize indui::trial production through the establishment of 
small, local indust~ies capable of processing agricultural products 
to meet various local needs; 

to improve the know-how and skills of Angolan technicians and 
workers; and 

to stimulate the transfer of know-how and technology. 

The environment in which industry operates is to be improved through: 

decentralization of decision-making and administ;ative procedures; 

increased autonomy for a!ld partial privatization of public 
enterprises; 

liberalization of foreign investment; 

improvements in the planning system; 

liberalization of prices; 

measures to improve the financial system and the Government's 
budgetary performance. 

The reorganization of the Ministry of Industry and its recent merger with 
the Ministry of Couanerce are to rrovide a basis for improvements in the 
institutional infrastructure. 
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In spite of the various government efforts, the rejuvenation of the 
Angolar. manufacturing industry requires financial and manpower resources that 
are beyond the present means of the country. In the short run manufacturing 
prospects depend crucially upon the restoration of peace and increased 
supflies of industrial inputs. Further assistance through import package 
deals from bilateral donors, such as import support programmes already 
maintained by Sweden and EC, seems vital for increasing capaci~y utilization. 
Industrial co-operation in tne medium term could be directed to the 
rehabilitation of existing industrial units and further expansion of promising 
industrial projects. A number of major kJrograDSDes address problems in the 
transport and agricultural sectors. These should help create a better 
environment for the manufacturing sector to pursue resource-based industrial 
development. The UNIDO progrrumie includes support to enterprise 
restructuring, to i.nprovements in institutional infrastructure, to repair and 
maintenance and to industrial rehabilitativn. To increase the effectiveness 
of assistance, co-ordination between donor arencies, and between these 
agencies and the Angolan Government, is being intensified. This could play an 
important role in strengthening the new course of i11dustrial reccnstruction 
and rehabilitation. 
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SUM.\RIO 

As perspectivas de recuperac;ao da econumia angolana que desde meados dos 

anos setenta vem sofrendo serias consequencias do conflicto militar interno. 

melhoraraa ligeiramente em 1989. Embora no mesmo ano o Producto interno bruto 

se tenha reduzido em 9.1 % os esforc;os persistentes do governo para a 

reestructurac;ao e liberalizac;ao da economia assim como o fim da intervenc;ao 

militar da Africa do Sul tiveram como consequencia o aumento do apoio 

internacional a reconstruc;ao nacional. Uma conferc~cia que reunira OS 

principais doadores esta prevista para 1991. 

Nos recentes anos secas intermitentes afectaram a produc;ao agricola 

causando no bienio de 

rurais do Centro e 

1989/1990 

Sul do 

fome 

pa is. 

generalizada especialmente 

Apelos foram feitos a 

nas zonas 

comunidade 

internacional para uma ajuda de emergencia capaz de aliviar os efeitos das 

secas. Apesar da maioria da populac;ao angolana garantir a sua subsistencia no 

sector agricola, em 1989 a agricultura contribuiu com apenas 15,3 % do 

producto interno bruto. Tal contribuic;ao que ~esmo segundo padroes africanos 

se considera fraca explica-se pelo fac~o da grande maioria dos agricultores 

practicar uma agricultura de subsistencia. A venda local "cash" de productos 

agricolas especialmente cafe e algodao ~esempenhou um papel importante no 

passado, mas a inseguranc;a. a destruic;ao da rede de transportes, a falta de 

incentives e a insuficiencia de conhecimentos tecnicos reduziu o com~rcio 

agricola a uma func;ao marginal. Contudo 

populac;ao/area, a grande diversidade de solos e 

pais disfruta de um grande potencial agricola. 

grac;as baixa relac;ao 

as condic;oes climatica~. o 

Com adequados incentivos e o 

restabelecimento da seguranc;a nas zonas rurais o sector agricola podera de 

novo tornar-se o maior contribuinte do Producto interno bruto, fornecer uma 

variedade de materia-prima para a agro-industria assim como transformar-se num 

mercado importante para productos industriais. 

Angola continua a ser o segundo maior productor de petroleo bru,to da 

Africa ao sul do Saar4. Grac;as ao seu rapido e permanente crescimen'to o 

sector petrolifero angolano tornou-se a maior fonte de progresso econ6mico. 

Em 1989 o sector contribuiu com 90 % das receitas de exportac;ao e 41,9' por 

cento do Producto interno bruto. A produc;ao atingiu o nivel de 450.000 

barris/dia no fim dos anos 80 e as reservas ~stao avaliadas em ma is de '2 .000 

milh"es de barris. A industria petrol if era pouco sofreu das consequenci,as da 
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guerra. o sector e dominiado por empresas estrangeiras cuja presen~a deu 

origcm a chamada •economia do dolar• que se distingue da actividade economica 

baseada nos cambios oficial do Kwanza e inoficial praticado no mercado 

paralelo. A elimina~ao das d~stor~oes causadas por estes tres paralelos 

sistemas economicos e waa medida-chave na recupera~ao economica. 

Em 1989 o sec~or de manufactura (incluindo energia e minera~ao) 

contribuiu com cerca dr- 8,4 por ~ento do Producto interno bruto; Se se excluir 

a produ~ao de energia e a minera~ao, a participa~ao da manufactura e 

pro;.·a,:elmente de apenas 5 por cento. 

0 nl1mero total de po:;tos de trabalho nas empresas registadas era de 

50,300 em 1987. A refina~ao de petroleo representou em 1987 70 por cento da 

actividade .10 sector industrial; practicamente toda a produ~ao de petr6leo 

refinado e destinada ao consumo interno, apenas uma pequena quantidade e 
exportada. As rcstantes in<iustrias agrupam-se r.os sub-sectores da produ~ao de 

alime:ntos de ligeiros bers de consumo e da industria pesada. A industria 

ligeira de bens de consumo d1mina o sector de manufactura numa percentagem de 

49.8 do Valor agregado d£ manufactura. As industrias pesada e alimentar 

contribuiram re:spectivamente l~Om 23,4 e 26,8 por cento. Durante a decada 

passada verifcou-se uma mod~sta redu~ao no ?eso da industria de bens de 

consumo tendo a contribui~ao da industria pesada ao Valor agregado de 

manufactura aumentado rapidairente. Os mais importantes ramos sao no 

sub-sector alimentar os productos de padaria, farinhas e oleos comestiveis; no 

sub-sect0r da industria ligaira de hens de consumo os texteis e o vestuario; 

no sub-sector da industria pesada o equimento para transporte e os materiais 

de constru~ao. Os productos quimicos e de borracha que sao classificados como 

pertencendo as industrias pesada ou ligcira segundo o seu respectivo tipo 

tambem represt:ntam uma participa~ao substancial no Valor agregado de 

manufactura. 

De 1960 a 1973 o Valor agrega1o de manufactura cresceu em termos reais 

com uma media anual de 11 por cento. 0 sector de manufactura sofreu urea forte 

contrac~ao durante a segunda metade dos anos de 70, apos a independencia. 

Criad~s basic~mente para transformar os ricos recursos aericolas e 

mirn.:rai'.; do' pai!; as <'mprr·sas industriais no scu conjunto 1,1.io foram, 1".<lpazcs de 
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resol\.·er as dificuldades de abastecimento interno neDI superar as problt.-mas 

causados pela destrui~ao de fabricas durante a guerra. Tais problem.as f0ram 

agravados pela adopi;ao de politicas mal concebidas. grande fal'.:a de mao de 

obra qualificada e penuria de divisas para financiar a impo1ta~ao de 

equipamento. pei;as sobressalentes e outros factores de produi;ao. 

0 declinio foi interrompido no periodo 1979-80. A produi;ao industrial 

recuperou ligeiramente nos anos 80, mas o valor real da produ<;ao em 1985 

representou apenas 54 por cento do nivel de produi;ao industrial de 1973. 0 

afrouxamento da produi;ao industrial foi desde 1986 agravado por outras 

redui;oes na maior pa:te das ou::.ras industrias uma 

importai;ao se tornaram dinda mais excassas. 

vez que as divisas para 

A capacidade de produi;ao 

existente e em muitos casos meno- '.o que a metade da capacidade originalmente 

instalada. Mesmo assim a pt·-·entagem de utilizai;ao de capacidade existente 

tende a ser baixa. ~ormalmente menos de 50 por cento. Os problemas do pais 

causaram uma maior concentrai;ao das actividades industriais nas maiores 

cidades litorais onde pel0s wenos alguns dos problemas logisticos podem ser 

resolvidos e existe um importante mercado facil de aprovisionar com productos 

industriais 

ha variai;oes consideravies nas tendencias de crescimento verif icadas ncs 

sub-sectores de manufactura. Os investimentos na industria alimentar 

sobretudo para reabilita<;ao, permitiram que o fabrico de cerveja e 

refrigerantes, a moagem de farinha, productos de padaria e oleos vegetais 

mantivessem os niveis de produi;ao ou diminuissem o declinio. Estas industrias 

contribuiram de modo significativo para a recuperai;ao durante o periodo de 

1981-1986, mas com parcial excepi;ao para as bebidas e oleos comestiveis a 

industria ali~entar compartilhou com os outros sub-sectores a recessao 1986 a 

1989. 

A industria de hens de consumo englobando a produi;ao 

vestuario, cal<;ado, transformai;ao de madeira plasticos saboes e 

de texteis. 

detergentes. 

que havia ja recuperado, enfrentou novas problemas no periodo 1987-1989; ~as o 

sub-sector nao foi tao afectado como a industria de alimentos. Na V(•rdade em 

clara tendencia ascendente na produi;ao de 1988 e 1989 verificou-se uma 

determinados' productos, como por cxt'mplo plasticos. \> sf'c:tor da in<11l:;tria 

p<'sada tor u~mc~n t" no ,pc:riodo 19lH-J<J8fi aumf'ntandr, ;i1;sim ;1 :.11;i 
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contribui~ao ao Valor dgregado de mo.nufactura; mas logo a segoir a produ~ao dt 

novo decresceu excep~ao feita aos ramos de montagem de automoveis. zparelhos 

de radio e televis3o, tubos de a<;o assim como fabrico de pneus. 

Embora a politica industrial ter acentuado a interven<;ao estatal. a 

maior parte das emprPsas indttstriais e de propriedade privada. Apen.is os 

ramos de equipamer.to de transportes e produ<;ao alimentar sao dominados pelas 

empresas pubiicas. Contudo atraves de medidas tais como o controle de 

investimentos e pre<;os e a fixa<;ao de "plafonds" cambiais, a influencia 

estatal tem sido incisiva. nao constituindo estimulo para o desenvolvimento 

industrial do pa1~. 

Ao fixar "plafonds" cambiais para as necessidades 

empresas o Governo tem de tomar em considera<;ao a eficiencia 

emprego. Embora a liquida<;ao de unidades industriais 

de importa<;ao das 

e a situa<;ao de 

inef icientes venha 

causar desemprego o tratamento preferencial as e~presas que melhor utilizam as 

divisas E: facilmit<nte justificavel. 

A necessidade de se encont~arem solu<;ocs adequadas aos problemas 

econ6micos do pais c.onduizi~ a adop<;ao em 1988 do SEF (Programa de Saneacento 

Econ6mico e Financeiro) UCJ progral!la de liberaliza<;ao e rcstructura<;ao. 

Cobrindo o periodo 1989-1990 o PRE (Programa de Recuera<;ao Econ6mica) definiu 

as medidas a serem realizadas, P.stabeleceu 

sectorial e f ixou metas para o produ<;ao e 

sector de manufactura as prioridades sao: 

proridades 

servi<;os. 

de investimento 

No que se ref ere ao 

Estreitamento da rela<;ao com a agricultura e o comercio a fim de 

estimular a produ~ao agricola nacional e diminuir a dependencia das 

importa<;oes; 

conceder maior autonomia aos gestores das empresas industriais e tornar 

as empresas p1iblicas responsaveis pela obten<;ao de melhores resul tados 

financeiros; 

dar enfase a melhor utiliza<;ao das empresas existentes de preferencia 

pela sua reabilita<;ao; 
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descentrali:<.ar a produ.;ao industriai at=:-aves do estabE>lei:ime:nto de 

pequenas industrias locais capazes dt:: transformar productos agrii:ola~ 

satisfazendo assim as necessidades locais. 

melhorar o nivel de capacidade profissional dos tecnicos e trabalhadores 

angolanos; 

encorajar a transferencia de "know-ho-" e tecnologia 

0 meio ambi~nte em qut:: operam as cmpre:sas industriais devera ser 

melhorado atraves da: 

descentraliza<;ao do processo de tomada de jecisao, e dos procedimentos 

admi.ni.:>trativos; 

autonomia acrescida e pri\.·atiza<;ao parcial das empresas publicas; 

liberaliza<;ao do investimento estrangeiro; 

melhoria no sistema de planeamento; 

liberaliza<;ao de pre<;os; 

e de medidas para melhoria dCJs sistema financeiro e or<;amento estatal 

A reorganiza<;ao do Ministerio da Industria c a recente fusao com o 

Hinisterio de Comercio deverao constituir a base para 

infrastructura institutional. 

a melhcria da 

Apesar do esfor<;o gove-namental, o =:-ejuvenescer ~a industria angolana de 

manufactura exige r'cursos humanos e financeiros que vao alem das actuais 

possibilidades do pais. As perspectivas do sector dependem a curto prazo do 

restabelecimento da paz e da melhoria no aprovi~ionamento da industria. A 

ajuda adicional atraves de acordos com doadores para a realiza<;ao no pais de 

programas globais de assistencia e apoio como ja acontcce com • Suecia e a 

Comunidade Europeia parecem vita.is para o aumento da capacidade de 

utiliza<;ao. A coopera<;ao industrial poderia ser utilizada para a reabilita<;~o 

de unidades industriais existentes e expansao de ~rojeccos pkomissores. Um 

certo nUlllero de programas importances dedica-se a problemas nos sectores da 

agricultura e dos transportes. lsto deveria criar 1um meio ambiente mais 

propicio permitindq assim ao sector de manufac tura 
' 

presseguir num 

desenvolvimento baseado em recursos locais disponiveis. 0 programa da ONUDI 
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inclue apoio a restructu1·ac;ao c.ias empresas. ao m.:.-lhor;tmentll da t·structura 

institucional. a manutenc;ao e reparac;ao assim como a reabilitac;ao indus .. rial. 

,-:1.:ru ·' objective de aumentar a eficiencia da assistencia internacional. tem-se 

intensiticado a coordenac;ao com as agencias doadoras assim como entre estas e 

o Governo angolano. Isto poceria desempenhar um papel importante no reforc;o 

dos esforc;os para a reabilitac;ao industrial. 



.. 7HE ECONO~! OF ANGO~A 

l. l Recent economic trends 

The prospects for reconstruction of Angola's war-shattered economy 
improved somewhat with the cessation of South African intervention in l 989. 
Although the J~ne ceasefire with the CXITA movement was broken repeatedly. the 
crushing burden of the defense budget (46 per cent of the overall budget in 
1988, a.s opposed to 19 per cent in 1980) can now possibly be eased, making 
more funds available for economic recovery. With the improving prospects for 
security, aid is likely to increase substantially. A major donors' conference 
has been planned for early i991. The conference could help to accelerate the 
implementation of the economic and financial restructuring programme (SEF) 
announced in 1987. The SEF has ushered in an era of long overd~e reforms to 
improve productivity, purchasing power and consumption levels. The SEF also 
encompasses reform of domestic economic policy, including restructuring of 
Government-own~d companies, improvement of suppiy systems and more price 
incentives. Implementation, however, has been slow, part~y because of a 
shortage of human and f inane ial resources, the avai iabil i ty 0f wh it-h may now 
improve. 

Another obstacle to economic recovery is the series of drought;; which 
have in particular affected southern Angola. The drought duri1.g the 19~9/1990 

agricultural season may have resulted in a reduction of cereal produrtion of 
some 40,000 tonnes. A large number of peoi'le in central anJ southern Angola 
was facing starvation in the early 1990. '.11ost seed grain appears to have been 
consumed, which will again seriously effect agricultural output during the 
comir.g agricultural season. The UN have appealed for an emergency 
agricultural support prograrrane as well as ~umanitarian aid. 

Angola's economic survival is to a large ex~ent due to the growth of the 
country's oil sector. Oil production_;_/ increased strongly after 1985. It 
levelled off in 1989, having reached a level of 45U,000 barrels a day (b/d). 
This contributed to the 9 per cent contraction of GDP in 1989. The rise in 
world prices however resulted in an increase in crude oil export earnings from 
$2,045 million in 1988 to approximately $2.,500 million Estimates for the 
country's crude resources have also increased substantially. Oil resources 
are now estimated at more than 2,000 million barrels. 1/ The country's oil 
sector, providing over 90 per cent of the country's export earnings, is the 
main engine of the economy. 

The second most important foreign exchange earner is the diamond 
industry, which has recovered strongly. In 1989, output may have reached 1.6 
million carats, a 4') per cent increase over 1988, and almost double the 1987 
output. Export earnings may have reached $2i0 rr.illion (1988: $180 million), 
and rich deposits have been identified whose exploitation in co-operation with 
a foreign enterprise is no"' being examined. Angola has joined the diamond 
exporters' cartel, and further production increases seem likely. 

1/ Angola i.; not a member of OPEC, and so is unshackled by the prire and 
production controls; it is the second-largest oil producer in sub-Sdharan 
Africa. 

2/ At a procluc:tion level of '•00,000 b/rl this i~ 1:quiv;dt:11t to :.'.'l y.·.n,; 
supply. 



Angola's foreign debt ..,as est£!!Wted ..it $4 billion in 1989. A.lt~ough part 
of this is in the form of low-interest defense loans, Angola h:is to clear a 
backlog of arrears which are estimated to absorb over 50 per cent of export 
earnings, and there has recently beo::n short-term borrow:.ng to cover budget 
deficits. The Government has pr0p,)sed a nov~l refinancing strategy that would 
obviate the need for resch·.:d:.iling. This is based on a 15-year floating rate 
notes issue of about $1 ~ill L:m, sufficient to clear all arrears to Western 
export credit agencies, pay off inr.iediately about $!100 million of 1%1-1989 
principal repayments, provide .about $130 mill ion in frt!sh money, and purchase 
$250 million worth of zero coupon bends with a free value and maturity 
identical to floating rate notes. The need to actually implem~nt this 
strategy may have become less urgent after a series of reschedul ings in 1988 
and 1989, and after the approval by the Paris Club of a major rescheduling of 
debts (for a period of ten years, with a six-year grace period) in July 1989. 
This approval followed Angola's admission to the I~F in the same month. 
Angola became a World Bank member in September 1989. 

The positive chaT'lge in the attitude of th<:! international ~ommunity 

towards Angola is not only due to the somewhat better security prospects, but 
also to the economic reforms that are to be implemented under SEF. Thes2 
include the privatization of parts of the Government sector, the ending of 
budget subsidies for 1 oss-making parastatals, extra support for peasants, 
price rises and eventual price liberalization, monetary reforms t;:i encourage 
domestic savings, and eventually devaluation of the Kwanza, which or the 
parallel market fetched less than 1 per cent of its off iciaJ value of Kz 29.9 
to $1 in mid-1989. The Government also adopted the Programa de Recupera~ao 
Economic i£: (PRE) in 1989, which articulates the approach to be taken for the 
implementation of SEF and sets investment priorities for recovery by sector. 
The actual implementation of these reform programmes has been hampered by the 
absence of a clear macro-economic framework, and institutiona: and human 
resource constraints at the level of formulating and executing specific 
measures. In spite of all this, there now is an environment in •,;hich the 
ec0nomic outlook for Angola appears more promising than in recent years. 

1.2 Economic structure 

Angola is rich in natural resources, but the cou~try is under very heavy 
economic strains as a result of war which inflicted serious damag": on the 
country's non-oil economy over the last 13 years. The oil sector has escaped 
war damage and wi:::.h an impressive growth in the 1980s, Angola became almost 
totally dependent on oil export~. 

The overwhelming importance of the petroleum sector in the "!conomy is 
revealed by data pertaining to the sectoral distribution of GDP oresented in 
Table 1.1. In 1989, the petroleum sector accounted for an est i111ated 42 per 
cent of GDP, compared with 20 per cent in 1986. The rise in world oil prices 
was responsible for the strong increase in the sector's GDP share. 

Although only 3 per cent of the arable land is under cultivation, 
agriculture was the mainstay of life for abo1.1t 75 per cent of the 9.1 million 
inhabitants of Angola in 1987. Before Independence in 1975, a dual 
agricultural system prevailed, with quasi-subsistence farming and large-scale 
commercial farming co-exicting. When Angola attained Inderendence, Portuguese 
traders and landowners fle<l the country and the 'entire r.omme·dal farming 
S•!rtor was hrou~ht 111Hter (:ov~rnmf!nt owni!rship. Thf~ rollllnP.rr'.'ial plantations 

' '· I . ' ..J ff s1~·:1·,1ii 1ze m.1inly in ·~:<pnrt •'rnps s1wh .1s c·o 1-:e, sisill,' b;11,;111.is, p.tlm 
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kernels, sugar, tobacco and others. The peasantry grows most of the food 
crops, and the greater part of agricul tura: product ion (over 80 per cent) is 
now accounted for by the subsistence sector. Commercial agriculture has been 
hit hardest, through insecurity, the destruction of mud cf the transport 
infrP~tructure and p~icing ~nJ purchasing policies that proved a 
disincentiveto pr0duction. The estimated GDP sharf'--'- · of agri-:·Jlture and 
livestock fell during 1983-1985, largely due to the de~line in cereal 
production. Production 0f another major stap!e, ca.ssava, has i::een subj·:•:t to 
strong fluctuations. The sector now appears to recover slowly. The GDP share 
i..cre;ised from 8.4 per cent ia 1985 to ar. estimated 11.4 per cent in 1989. 
Total cereal production increased from 600,000 tens in 1987 to 700,000 tons in 
1988. Food aid continues to be needed, because the marketed volume of cereals 
is still small, and because of the prolonged drought in South .\ngola during 
the 1989/90 agricultural season. Some 50 per cent of total food requirements 
continue to be imported. The coffee outlJut was 18,000 tons (estimated) in 
1988. The latter figure is one-third hight~ than the i986 figure although it 
is still only 7 per cent or the 1973 output. The recer.t drop in coffee prices 
is an obstacle to further recovery of the p:oduction of this major export crop. 

Table 1.1: Distribution of ~~t by sector of origin, 1986-1989 
(percentage) 

Sector 1986 1987 1988~" 

Agriculture and livestock 10.6 14.4 13.4 
Fisheries 3.2 0.8 0.7 
Petrolewn 19.9 45.5 52.2 
Manufacturing, energy and • • b/ m1n1ng- 10.9 8.0 6.6 
Construction£,. 4.2 3.2 3.4 
Other 51. 2 2i.8 23.7 

100.0 100.0 100.0 

1989·~-" 

15.3 
0.9 

41.9 
8.4 
3.4 

::9. 8 

~------

100.0 
GDP (Kz million at 1980 prices) 170,216 185,035 202, 149 183, 162. 

Sourr.e: World Bank; ~inisterio da Plano, Programa~_!_e_'.-upe_rar;ao ~~(~nom~ra; 

Luanda 1989. 
Ministry of Planning database. 

a/ ~rovisional estimate. 
bl These sectors are amalgamated in national statistics. 
~I Includes manufacturing of building materials. 

The manufacturing sector (including energy and mining) accounted for 
10.9 per cent of GDP in 1986, and an estimated 8.4 per cent in 1989. The 
contribution of manufacturing proper, excluding mining and energy, to GDP is 

l/ Product ion figures fot· the agricul t11ral sector are no more than 
guesstim..1tes, as it is impossible to make an exact assessment of 
subsistence production. In fact, the only sector of which the output is 
known exact11 is the oil sector. 
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relatively small and is rm.:-ently estimc·, at ">per -;nt nf C:CP. T!1•' 
manufacturing sector suffered :narked cont!"ac;:.~1.m during the pnst-i:11'.ep<•nd<:nr·e 
period and output in al 1 sub-sectors of manufacturing is far h:l,1w U:e le·.·els 
achieved before indej1endence from P0rtugal in 1975. ~\oart from disrupti<m of 
supplies of raw materials, spare parts and product ion equipment. shorta~e of 
investment f"Gnds, lack of maintenance, inadequate skilled :i:anFower ar-.c 
ill-conceived policies contrib'.lted to the contraction of manufact•.;ring. 
Growth during the 1980s has not c~mpensated for the losses the sector 
sustained during the 1970s. 

Gross investment, excludir~ investment in the •1il sector, ;.;as es::.imated 
at 15 per cent of GDP in 1988. The Government undertakes practicalty al~ 
investments with the exception of investment in the oil sector ;.;h.::re 
multinationals undertake the major sP.are. The hug~ dt!fence spending absorb!:> 
funds which could other~ise have been used productively. 

The economic losses stenuning from th.: disruptive effects of tlie war are 
far more serious than problems emanating from volatile conunodity prices for 
oil and coffee. Although it is difiicult to estimate the value of dam..1ge to 
production units, reconstruction costs provide some idea about the extent of 
damage inflicted by war. Fo!'" example, $20 million ;.;as im:ested to reconstruct 
part of the Luanda oil refinery after it wai; sabotaged in \ovember 1Q81.~ 
It is estimated that around $20 million would be the minimum requirerl for 
rehabilitating the Lomaun hydro-electric power plant which was put out of 
action in 1983. The cumulative damage to infrastructure during 1981-1985 
alone has been estimated at $10 billion. 

In the late 1980s, defense equipment, primarily from the Council for 
Mutual ~conomic Assistance (CMEA) countries, accounted fo- around 50 per cent 
of the country's total value of imports on a yearly average basis. Otherwise, 
the Government accords import priority to food, agricultural inputs, consunier 
goods and equipment for the oil industry. Foreign exchange scare i ty has 
resulted in a strong decrease of essential imports since the early 1980s. The 
country's exports are mainly destined to OECD countries, despite its close 
..- ~itical tie~ with the C:"IEA countries. Angola became a signatory to the Lome 
Convention in 1985, with a view to increasing its links with the F.uropean 
Community (EC). An EC office was opened in Lu~nda in 1986. 

In spite of an increasing trade balance surplus, the current arrcHmt of 
the balance of payments has been in deficit for many years, increasing from 
-$236 million in 1985 to -$470 million in 1988. A decrease of the deficit, to 
-$290 million, was expected in 1989. The deficit is mainly caused by external 
transfers of the oil companies and payments for services rendered by foreign 
companies. The conspicuous improvement in 1989 seems mainly due to increased 

oil export revenue. 

The oil sector of the Angolan economy, in which foreign firms play a 
major role, has been a catalyst in the emerg~nce of an ext•:::nsive "dollar 
economy'', dominated by foreign enterprises and separated from economir 
.activities which take place on the basi!; of the of~icial Kwanza exchiinge 
rate. A third stratum of economic act1v1tlf"S is based on the para! l<:l market 
value of the Kwanza. [t is estimated that over 90 per c1•nl of householri 
income is spent in the parallel market. Tarkling the distortions rauscd by 

1/ The Economist [ntelligence Unit, Ansola to ttm 1990s, Th•: Pot•:nti.tl t«ir 
Rec:;0very, Special R'eport No.1079,,1987. 
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these "parallel economic systems" is a key issue in the recovery process of 
Angolan economy. Devaluation of the Kwanza, bringing it closer to the 
parall~l market value, is being discussed, but no decisions have been taken on 
that issue yet. 

1.3 An overview of the manufacturing sector 

During the transition to independence in 1975, the manufacturing sector 
was deliberately run down and only partial progress has been made in restoring 
the pre-independence production levels. Most manufacturing was in the hands 
cf non-Angolans, and with th~ Portuguese exodus most factories were abandoned, 
resulting in heavy loss of managerial and technical skills. In March 1976, 
the Government nationalized many industries. In 1987, over 40 per cent of the 
271 registered industrial anterprises were owned or controlled by the 
Government. Industrial employment in registered enterprises stood at 58,300 
in 1987. 

Angolan manufacturing is usually categorized under three sub-sectors: 
food, light and heavy industry. Manufacturing, apart from oil-based 
industries, is dominated by the production of conswner goods for the domestic 
market. In terms of the number of enterprises and supply of goods, food 
industry ranks as the most important sub-sector with some 80 factories. These 
industrial units manufacture mainly cereal products, cooking oil, beer and 
similar products. Most of the light manufacturing enterprises are engaged in 
the production of garments and textiles. An unknown number of small informal 
sector enterprises is engaged in the production of clothing, furniture and in 
the processing of food. 

The heavy industry in Angola (intermediate and capital goods), also 
produces almost entirely for the domestic market. The sub-sector includes 
some vehicle and electronics assembly operations. Further, there are several 
dozen building materials firms under the Ministry of Construction. 

The food and light consumer goods industries were established with a view 
to exploiting the country's wide range of agricultural raw materials. The 
supply of these was disrupted by the collapse of commercial agriculture and 
marketing networks as a consequence of the exodus of the Portuguese settlers 
and the civil war that followed. Factories that escaped war damage became 
heavily reliant on imported inputs, and the severe economic situation of the 
past decade has not allowed sufficient imports of these. The same is true for 
spare parts and machinery, for which local product ion capacity was and is 
almost non-existent. Problems were compounded by transport problems, power 
disruptions, the absence of coherent and workable policies and the shortage of 
qualified personnel. The decline of the sector was halted around 1980, but by 
1985, industrial production was still only 54 per cent of the 1973 level. 
Acute foreign exchange shortages caused a strong decline in the output of a 
number of industries in the late 1980s. 

The recent moves toward political stabilization and ir.creasing 
international support may help to create an environment for industrial 
recovery. A reorganization plan for the Ministry of Industry was drafted in 
1988, and the merger of the Ministries of Trade ard Industry that was 
announced in early 1990 could be a step towards improving the institutional 
infrastructure for industrial recovery. An inte~related set of UNDP-supported 
reconGtruction projects for Southwest Angola was given priority for external 
financing in 1989. The programme would include several important industries. 
External funds for further recovery projects are ehpected as a result of the 
donors' ~onference to he held in early 1991. 
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Fig.IV. Turnover by branch, 1987 
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2. GRO~'TH A.~D PERFOR.."1A.~CE OF THE ~\1.:FACTCRIXG SECTOR 

2.1 Growth and structural change 

The pace of manufacturing expansio:l was quite rapid during 1960-1973, 
with MVA in real terms growing at an average annual rate of 11 per cent,.:..· 
admittedly from a small initial base. It was a remarkable p[ogress, surpassed 
by only a few African developing countries south of Sahara. Shortly before 
Independence manufacturing growth levelled off. 

During the pre-independence period, the consumer goods industries 
dominated the scene, accounting fo.:- more than 70 per cent of manufacturing 
production, with a relatively heavy emphasis on luxury goods for the settler 
population. The pattern of production changed with the rapid growth of the 
oil-based industry in the 1970s and the introduction of capital goods and 
intermediate goods industries, with a corresponding decrease in consumer goods 
industries. 

After Independence, the exodus of qualified personnel, civil war. general 
economic decline and inappropriate policies plunged the sector into a severe 
decline. rndustrial production in 1985 was only 54 per cent of the real value 
achieved in 1973. A steep drop in output inmediately followed the Portuguese 
exodus. The sector• s production recovered somewhat around 1980, and during 
1981-1986 the manufacturing sector has by and large ~een able to keep up the 
prcduction level achieved then, though this was far below the pre-independence 
level. The acute shortage of foreign exchange following the drastic fall in 
oil prices in 1986-1987 has severely cut imports of industrial inputs, leading 
to a renewed sharp reduction of most coonodities' production in the following 
years. Out of 59 manufacturing products listed in the most recent production 
survey, 20 saw their production decline by more than SO per cent, and another 
20 by 20-50 per cent, during 1985-1988. Further decreases were reported for 
most products in 1989. 

Data pertaining to the growth and stn~ctural change in Angolan 
manufacturing according to the official classification of mani ~acturing 
activities ir.to food products, light consumer goods and heavy industries are 
presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. The year 1981 represented a 
burst of rapid growth, with a 41.5 per cent increase in MVA. The 
manufacturing sector, as a whole, experienced stagnation in 1982, which was 
followed by renewed improvement and a susta~ned pace of expansion untL 1985. 
Growth of MVA faltered from two-digit gro·.tth rates in 1984 and 1985 to 2.6 per 
cent in 1986, which was largely explained by the aforementioned foreign 
exchange constraints steaming from lower earnings from oil exports. In 1987, 
MVA suffered a -7.8 per cent decline, mainly in consequence of these 
reductions. By 1986, MVA per capita had fallen to $9 from $31 in 1971J. :"!VA 
figures for 1988 and 1989 are not yet available, but a further strong decrease 
has presumably taken place, given the precipitous drop in output. !\lotable 
investments in light industry since independence have been two large textile 
projects, the Africa Textil plant in Benguela and the TEXTANG II plant in 
Luanda, and projects in wood processing. 

II See :"f.R. Bhil~av.1n, Angolil: Prosp~~ts for Sodalist _In1us~ria!Lzation, 
Sr·;uHlinavian fns:.!~'it•: tJf Afri··,111 St11r!i,~s, R•:s•·.Jrd,1 Ri:porl ;.;0.17, 1'!8'1. 
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Table 2.1 highlights ccnsiderable ·:ariatio::- in the growth trends 
experienced by the three sub-sectors oi manufacturing. Among the tol)d 
industries, brewing and soft drinks, flour milling, bakery goods and vegetable 
oil production were able to hold their pos1t1or. or reduce their decli~e 

through im;estments, mainly in rehabilitation. These contributed 
significantly to the sustained paee of recovery during 19dl-l986, with the 
exception of 1982 wher. the food industry •as hit by import budget 
restrictions. It shared the 1987-1~89 recession with the other subsei:tors, 
although the beverages and cooking oil industries experienced a partial 
recovery. 

Table 2.1: Annual growth rate of MVA by end-use, 1981-1987 
(percentage at constant t985 prices) 

type of industry..!./ 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 

Food industries 53.0 -11.9 12.0 18.8 18.4 3.1 

Light consumer goods 43.6 -1.9 3.7 8.9 10.0 -2.5 

Heavy industries 
(intermediate and 
capital goods) 21.8 38 .1 12. l 12.3 20. l 12.8 

Total manufacturing 41.5 2.2 7.3 11.8 14.3 2.6 

Source: Ministry of Industry database. 

1987~/ 

-7.5 

-7.9 

-10. l 

-7 .8 

~I Angolan industrial statistics cover 80 per cent of food, light and heavy 
industries. 

~I Estimate. 

The light consumer goods industry encompasses the production of textiles, 
clothing, footwear, wood processing, tobacco, soaps and detergents, matches, 
plastic products, paints, glass and glue, etc. Although light industry 
suffered in 1987-1989, the subsector was not as strongly affected as the food 
subsector. Indeed, there was a clear upward production trend for a number of 
products in 1988 and 1989, such as plastics. 

The heavy industry sector experienced double-digit growth rates during 
1981-1986, increasing its share in total MVA, but after that production 
faltered in most branches. Vehicle assembly, steel tubes, the assembly of 
radio and television sets, and the manufacture of tyres were the main 
industries to record increases in production. 

I I 11 I 

I I 111 I 
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The figures above exclude oil refining (see Annex Table A-2), which has 
grown significantly since independeni:e. production of cement anoi some other 
construction materials (under the ~inistry of Construction). salt refining and 
fish processing (under the ~inistry of Fisheries) anl! industries which are 
affiliated to the ~inistry of Agriculture. Oil earnings could provide a large 
part of the resources needed to revive the oth~r brar.ches of the Angolan 
manufacturing sector, following the improved security situation. The figures 
also exclude the contribution of the smal 1 informal ;;ector industries, for 
which no statistics are available. The informal sector includes many small 
food processing units, clothing and furniture producers, and repair services. 

Table 2.2 shows that the light consumer goods dominate manufacturing with 
about one-half of '.'1VA in 1987. In the course of the past decade, however, the 
relative share of the food and heavy industries has increased somewhat. The 
heavy industry share grew fastest. This seems largely due to the expansion of 
ship-building and repair. an industry completely domindted by a single 
enterprise. the Government-owned Estalnave shipyard. 

Table 2.2: Composition of MVA by end-use, 1980-1987 
(percentage) 

Type of industry~/ 

Food industries 

Light consumer good'. 

Heavy industries 

MVA 
(Kz million at constant 
1985 prices) 

1980 1981 1982 1983 !984 1985 1986 1987~' 

21.7 23.4 20.2 21.l 22.4 23.2 23.3 23.4 

59.4 60.3 57.8 55.9 54.5 52.4 49.8 49.8 

18.9 16.3 22.0 22.9 23.l 24.4 26.9 26.8 

4,622 6,542 6,689 7,174 8,022 9,173 9,408 8,665 

Source: Ministry of Industry database. 

a/ Angolan industrial statistics cover 80 per cent of food, light and heavy 
industries. 

~I Estimate. 

At the level of individual branches, the food processing industry 
predominates, in turnover terms (see Table 2.3). Transport equipment, 
chemicals and rubber and clothing follow with approximately equal shares. The 
combined turnover of all branches in the three sub-sectors, however, is less 
than half the turnover of the energy products industry, which again underlines 
the importance of oil extraction and refining for the Angolan economy. 
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Table 2.3: Turnover, by branch of industry, 1987 (Kz million - and percentage) 

Food processing 
Beverages 
Tobacco 
Textiles 
Clothing 
Leather and leather products 
Wood products and furniture 
Paper and printing 
Chemicals and rubber 
Basic metals 
Metal products 
Tr~nsport equipment 
Non-electrical :nachinery 
Electrical goods 
Building materials 
Other 
Total (except energy products) 
Energy products 
Total 

Source: Ministry of Industry database. 

Kz million 
4,031 
l,565 

410 
918 

2,675 
254 

1,342 
877 

2,406 

l,212 
2,415 

285 
440 

1,233 
223 

W,286 
44,215 
64,501 

Percentage 
6.2 
2.4 
0.6 
1.4 
4. 1 
0.4 
:.1.. 1 
1.4 
3.7 

1.8 
3.7 
0.4 
0.7 
1.9 
0 •. l 

31.5 
68.5 

100.0 

Note The Angolan branch classification is different from the International 
Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC). 

- These figures reported are not necessarily complete. 

2.2 Performance and productivity 

Angolan manufacturing enterprises usually operate below available 
capacity. As opposed to installed capacity, available capacity takes into 
account the state o: machinery and availability of technicians, implying, that 
capacity in a nwnber of industries can occasionally be raised very rapidly 
under favourable conditions (for example, when technical assistance is made 
available). 

Available capacity is often less than half of installed capacity (tables 
2.4-2.6). In the early 1980s, technicd assistance and improved supply were 
occasionally able to increase production to a level that was well above the 
capacity available before assistance was rendered. This however has not 
occurred, in the industries listed, during the second half of the 1980s. 

In the food products subsector, none of the listed industries were able 
to utilize more than 70 oer cent of their available capacity. A continous 
upward trend in productio1. can only be found in soft drinks and salt 
production. By 1989, utilization rates were exceptionally low in enterprises 
producing sugar and coffee, a one time major plantation crops. Overall, there 
is :1 r·lr:ilr dr:<'.r,~.1sr: in ··ap.irit.y 11tili7.,1ti1>0 in l"'.nmparison with !·)~(), ...-h1:n L11" ,,, 
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Table 2.4. ANGOLA - Production capacity, production and capacity utilization in selected 
food industries, 1986-1989 

Installed Available ~~2gys;:t12n caoacitv l.ltllizAtl2n•• 
Product Unit capacity capacity• 1986 1987 1988 1989 1986 1987 1988 1989 

(~It) (~lit) 

Beer Hl 3,206,600 1,250,000 585,890 551,330 390,580 419,770 47 44 31 34 
Soft drinks Hl 498,500 290,100 65,790 83,790 124,590 69,050 23 29 43 24 
Wine Hl 150,000 120,000 14,590 23,430 70,240 80,480 12 20 59 67 
Sugar Tonnes 107,300 45,500 13,963 12,799 9,937 3,345 31 28 22 7 
Maize flour Tonnes 199,420 134,600 30,200 31,083 41,682 40,216 22 23 31 30 
Wheat flour Tonnes 156,010 129,250 24,785 39,193 44,535 30,316 19 30 34 23 
Bread Tonnes 249,630 220,000 51,233 58,446 66,048 48,202 23 27 30 22 
Pasta Tonnes 13,940 9,785 2,913 2,567 3,744 3,190 30 26 38 33 
Cooking oil Hl 120,000 81,000 43,660 29,090 24,250 31,860 54 36 30 39 

- Coffee Tonnes 5,900 1,100 150 268 90 106 14 24 7 10 
Salt Tonnes 15,000 14,500 3,800 5,372 6,753 7,50~ 26 37 47 52 

Source: Ministry of Industry database. 

* Production capacity taking account of the state of machinery, the availability of 
technicians, etc. 

** Production (percentage) 
Available capacity 

·-U1 



Table 2.5. ANGOLA - Production capacity, production and capacity utilization in selected light 
industries, 1986-1989 

Installed Available f[ogugt;!.on ~~g~git~ Ytili~Ati2D** 
Product Unit capacity capacity* 1986 1987 1988 1989 1986 1987 1988 1989 

Cest) lest> 

Textiles T2ousand 
r:I 57,300 30,600 12,844 6,045 8,160 6,981 42 20 27 23 

Trousers Thousand 7,465 2,680 337 354 404 446 13 13 15 17 
Ski rt:~ Thousnnd 6,545 3,255 427 452 321 168 13 14 10 5 
Shirts Thousand 12,570 4,930 668 1,488 801 1,103 14 30 16 22 
Leather shces Thousand 

pairs 2,640 1,290 109 143 :t.41 132 8 11 19 10 
Plate glass Tonnes 13,200 12,600 6,299 1,291 7,335 8,016 50 10 58 64 
Tobacco 
pro-ju~-: ts Tonnes 3,040 2,770 1,392 1,522 1,183 1,410 50 55 43 51 -a 

Matches Thousand 
b~xes 60,000 45,000 27,612 3,178 10,376 6,357 61 7 23 14 

Ply..,,;ooj m 24,200 15,400 2,450 3,019 1,195 743 16 20 B 5 
Plastic foan 
mattresses Nur.1ber 220,000 168,000 43,342 12,317 15,050 40,123 26 7 9 24 

Plastic: bag~; Tonnes 9,200 5,490 1,280 653 1,805 2,296 23 12 33 42 
Polyethylerw 

tubes Tonnes 3,000 1,600 368 56 516 545 23 4 32 34 
Schoolbooks Thousand 4,200 3,000 506 556 200 770 17 19 7 26 
Paints !'onnes 16,100 8,160 739 1,253 1,591 2,019 9 15 19 25 
Pesticides Tonnes 1,040 500 58 89 52 396 12 18 10 79 
Laun::fr:· soap Tonnes 40,870 21,500 B,740 7,799 11,253 8,384 41 36 52 39 

-----

Sour.:::t"': ?-~inistry of Industry database. 

* ~roduc~ion capacity taking account of the state of machinery, the availability of 
~···chnicians, t>tC', 

** ProJuction (percentage) 
Available capacity 



Table 2.6. ANGOLA - Production capacity, production and capacity utilization in selected heavy 
industries, 1986-1989 

Installed Available f!;i;:odyction ~~g~cit~ Ytili~~tiQD** 
Product Unit capacity capacity* 1986 1987 1988 1989 1986 1987 1988 1989 

est est 

_cast iron Tonnes 320 280 28 33 27 18 10 12 10 6 
Non-ferrous 

metals Tonnes 750 710 268 281 253 322 38 40 36 45 
- - - - Shipbuilding 

&. repair m/h 2,500,000 1,980,000 595,278 561,879 950,812 956,272 30 28 48 48 
Iron bars Tonnes 47,100 28,620 4,184 2,575 3,655 1,036 15 9 13 4 
Ungalvanized 

tubes Tonnes 20,000 20,000 3,112 1,302 2,480 4,677 16 7 12 23 
Galvanized 

shC'ets Tonnes 15,000 12,000 3,758 2,964 5,482 2,325 31 25 46 19 
Electric cables Tonnes 1,400 1,162 208 107 97 79 18 9 8 7 -_, 
Car tyres Number 184,000 123,000 31,714 12,480 4,520 56,626 26 10 4 46 
Disk ploughs Number 85 80 11 0 45 68 14 - 56 85 
Ploughs, animal 

traction Number 8,300 6,000 170 42 48 31 3 1 1 1 
Hatchets Thousand 3,000 2,500 135 241 0 806 5 10 - 32 
Radios Number 203,000 165,500 34,921 31,916 9,554 10,6354 21 19 6 64 

- - - = _ Dry batteries Thousand 5, 000 2, 000 657 195 294 165 33 10 15 8 
Televisions b/w N~mber 40,500 29,000 8,370 5,206 6,095 14,651 29 18 21 51 
Acetylene m

3 
370,000 290,000 154,005 146, 708 170,357 158,457 !""3 51 59 '5 5 

oxygen m 3,300,000 3,000,000 576,079 654,181 598,695 510,824 19 22 20 17 
Tra i lf'rs Number 500 500 58 85 463 151 12 17 93 30 
Lorries Number 310 310 0 0 84 230 - - 27 74 
Buses Number 350 336 68 0 51 24 20 - 15 7 

-----·--

Source: Ministry of Industry database. 
-

• l'roduct ion capacity toking account of the state of machinery, the availability of 
technicians, etc. 

•• Pro:luct i or: (percentage) - - - -

Available capacity 
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Capacity utilization rates t:ave also declined in t:.e l'..5ht .:!:~ !1..:;.:•;y 

industries since 1980. In the light industries, strong capa.·ity c;td:zat'.0n 
fluctuations can be observed between years. Glass and pesticides ~:-Jducti01:, 

1 • .-hich recorded the highest utilization rates in 1989 had rates as im• as i:J 
per cent in previous years. Reasonably stable though low utilizati0n rates 
were found in the laundry soap and tobacco industries, and in parts of tte 
wearing apparel industry. This could be related to the simple production 
methods used in these industries, which would make them l~ss vulnerable. 

The occasional high utilization rates found in the heav;, industries are 
all related to products for which production capacity is quite limited. Cn<ler 
favourable circumstances production ca~ be rapidly brought close to available 
capacity in such industries. The more sophisticated industries (televisions, 
lorries, buses) are all assembly operations, and often run by, or as a joint 
venture with, foreign companies. :vlost of these have fairly high utilization 
rates. Among the large-scale heavy industries only shipbuilding and repair 
(Estalnave) has a capacity utilization rate that approaches acceptable 
levels. The lowest rate is found in the production of ploughs for animal 
tract ion, an industry that could make an important contribution to 
agricultural recovery if it attained satisfactory production levels. 

Table 2. 7 gives a breakdown of reasons for low capacity utilization by 
branch in 1987. The figures are based on such information as was available 
for individual enterprises in each branch. Shortage of inputs stands out as 
the most important reason for low capacity utilization in all industries, 
fol lowed by human resource problems (usually meaning absenteeis:n and/or a 
shortage of qualified personnel) and irregular en~rgy supply. Equipment 
problems are only mentioned as the fourth most important reason. It is 
however possible that shortage of spare parts has been classified under inputs 
by enterprises completing the questionnaires on which the figures are based. 
The table also shows the wide range of days lost per branch. 

It should be emphasized that reasons for low ~apacity utilization tend to 
be interrelated. A shortage of maintenance personnel, for example, can lead 
to both equipment and energy su~ply breakdowns, although the latter are more 
likely to oe caused by factor5 external to the enterprise. 

As the table only covers one year, and as the number of reporting firms 
per branch is often very low, the figures are not necessarily an indication of 
the magnitude of structural problems that influence production at the branch 
level. But in the c;ise of coffee production, for example, the figures are a 
clear indication of the dramatic decline of this formerly important 
domestic-resource based industry. The raw material supply problem is also 
prominent in the texLile industry, created to process domestic cotton, which 
had :o rely predominantly on i~ported inputs during the 1980s. This resulterl 
in production bottlenecks due to foreign exchange shortages. 

Productivity trends can also be analyzed by trends in the value of output 
per worker during 1980-1987. For the manufacturing sector as a whole, 
intnmittent growth can tv: discerned during 1980-1985, after which 
productivity dropped somewhat in 1986, and more steeply in 1987, when the 
in?act of import restrictions increased (Table 2.8). 
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Table 2.7: Indicators oi...£!oblems by branch•, 1987 
Reasons for low capacity utilization, (percentage distribution) 

Hwnan Energy Water 
reliources Inputs supply supply Equipment 

-----·-----·-----· . -· 

Ave rag<: 
dow11 l imc 
(dayli losL) 
in 1 'J87, pea· 
rt:porl i ng 

OLltc::l'lii t:ntcqn ii;t: 

---·- ..... ·--·-·--·-·--·- - - ---··-· 

Fllod processing 4 66 5 6 10 'J 71. 
-l!e-ve-rages - 40 28 9 '• :w 8tl 

Tubae co - 76 - 14 LJ - '·6 
Textiles 29 55 6 1 5 ] 18 2 
Clothing 38 49 10 - l 2 7 'J 

~eathec and leather products 2 61 31 l 3 2 99 
Wood products and furniture 18 35 27 5 11 4 51 
Paper 4 83 4 - ] 5 1311 
Printing and publishing 38 44 10 1 6 l bO 

Chemicals and rubber 20 56 3 14 4 3 l l IJ 
Basic metals 2 48 6 6 23 15 76 
Mctal producls 1 7 45 25 '• b 3 ') 7 
Nun-electcic<:1l machinery 12 25 3 2 20 .i7 2n 
Electrical goods 3 68 17 2 7 11 73 
Transport equipment 27 31 20 l '• l b l 31 
flu i l Jing ma l c 1· i ..1L,,1111 18 Id 1 7 5 8 l l :no 
Ollicr - hi 1 'i 7 1 '> - 88 

~.>urcc: Mi11isL1·y of Industry Jalal>asc. 

" Sc p•.11· at c I y l isled: 
Cuftec i·1·,,.:cssin~ 7 '::i 7 211 l ') 2 :!'J!i 

Sug<:1r pc·uL·essinK 8 - .. l LJ I 'J ...,,, ti j 

Class and cc:nuui cs - 25 - :;8 Hi 
Fish p1«>ct:ssi11g - :!I 10 - - ,,,, 

""' 1':x.:ludi11~ vuilJiug m<:1lt:1·ial1> i11Jusl1·ic~ Ulldt!t• lilt: Mi11i~L1·y of Co11sln1clio11. 

'° 
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In the food industries an initial drop in 1981, is followed by recovery 
and quick growth until 1984, after which a decline set in. In contrast to 
other subsectors, however, productivity remained above the 1980 level. The 
light consumer goods industry recovered well from a productivity low in 1982, 
but by 1986 a renewed decline had set in, and in 1987 output per worker was 
only 84 per cent of the 1980 level. The heavy industries performed worst. 
After initial growth, output per worker decreased strongly in 1982-1984, and 
the recovery of performance in 1985-1986 was made undone 1987, when the index 
stood at 70, the lowest in all subsectors. During the past two years, it is 
likely that the increasing difficulties in supplying factories have resulted 
in further drops in productivity. 

Sharp increases in productivity are often related to a reduction in the 
number of employees (see Annex Tables A-4 - A-6): examples can be found in 
the food industry in 1983 and in the heavy industries in 1985. Overall 
employment grew by almost 10,000 over 1980-1987, totalling 58,300 in 1987, 
while grnss output was virtually stagnant, in value terms, and falling, ir 
terms of volume. Firms making losses predominated over those making profits, 
the most conspicuous case being food processing, where total losses were seven 
times higher than profits in 1987, reflecting low production and unrealistic 
price setting. An additional factor could be that many far.tories do not sell 
their products but use part of the output as "incentive goods" for their 
employees, as wages are far too low to purchase sufficient basic consumer 
goods: the great majority of employees is dependent for ~upplies of these on 
the parallel market, where prices are a multiple of those officially set by 
the Government. 

Table 2.8: Index of labour productivity, 1980-1987~/ 
(1980 = 100) 

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 

Total manufacturing 100 102 93 ll8 113 122 114 
Food industries 100 86 92 141 126 128 119 
Light consumer industries 100 107 92 ll9 126 126 ll7 
Heavy industries 100 111 91 79 66 93 98 

1987:!!_/ 

158 
108 
84 
70 

Source: Ministry of Industry. Calculated from Annex Tables A-8, A-9, A-10 
and A-11. 

~/ Based on gross output per employee. 

QI Estimate. 

The provision of material incentives and services in addition to money 
wages have proved essential in many cases to keep factories functioning at 
all. In some factories, management provides transport for employees, 
breakfast and lunch, some health rare, some professional training as well as 
l i terar:y r'. lasses. To t:11s11n: ~l1t:Sf~ hf~rlf:f its, t:!lterpr ises of ten •:1111;ag•: 111 
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barter arrangements, grow their own vegetables, keep cows, goats, ducks, etc. 
While this has helped to keep down absenteeism, overemployment also occur~ on 
a fairly large scale, as the usually inverse relationship between changes in 
employmeni: and output figures show. There is, in short, a clear non-economic 
component in industrial employment which is probably unavoidable under the 
present circumstances. 

2.3 Exports and imports of manufactures 

The most striking feature of Angola's external economy since Independence 
has been the dramatic increase in oil export earnings. Even the weakening of 
the world oil market has only temporarily interrupted the upward surge in oil 
export earnings as the large increases in the volwne of oil exports outweighed 
the fall in prices. The decline in Angola's traditional nun-oil exports, 
notably coffee and diamonds, which occurred at the same time turned Angola 
into a virtual single :'.·JlllllOdity economy. Oil and oil-related products 
accounted for some 90 per cent of to ta 1 export earning' in 1988. Coffee, 
contributing 26.6 per cent of exports in 1978, accounted for less than 2 per 
cent in 1988. The share of diamonds in total exports fell from 10.4 per cent 
in 1973 to l.4 per cent in 1986, but recovered in later years, reaching 
approximately 7 pe~ cent in 1988. 

The only processed gocds that are exported in any significant quantities 
now are refined oil products. Output of the refineries rose sufficiently in 
recent years to meet Angola's domestic requirements and to result in an 
exportable surplus. Exports totalled Kz 2.3 billion in 1987 and Kz 1.4 
billion in 1988. The decrease in export earnings from refined oil was easily 
compensated by crude oil exports in the latter year. Table 2.9 presents data 
pertaining to export values of refined petroleum ?roducts in the first half of 
the 1980s (a breakdown for recent years is not available). Fuel oil exports 
are dominant. With the exception of petrol, the share of other oil products 
in exports was only marginal in 1984. 

Table 2.9: Exports of refined petrolewn products, 
1980 and 1984 

Product 

Petrol 
Kerosene 
Gasoil 
Fuel oil 
Other refined petroleum products 

Source: SONANGOL. 

a/ 1982. 

(Kz million) 

1980 

11. 7 
9.9 

193.2 
2,596.3 

127.3 

1984 

31.8 
O. l!/ 

10.0 
2,683.5 
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The le\·el and compos1t10n af impor~s is deter:ni:1ed by the prior:.ties se~ 
by the Go\·ernment. Over 90 per :ent :Jf the country's i.:ipo:-ts no.- consist of 
manufactured goods. In the early l980s. transp0rt equip~ent. agriculture 
products and processed food were the major imports (see Annex Table A-1). 
Although transport equipment is still a major category. the other ~wo are now 
relatively small. Instead, machinery. basic metals and chemicals have become 
prominent. accounting for more than one-half of imports ir 1987. Imports are 
constrained by foreign exchange scarcity. The shortage of many goods that 
serve as a basis for incustrial production (transport equipment, machinery and 
intermediates) has caused bottleneck£ in industrial production. The situation 
is exacerbated by the erratic allocation system for imports used by Government 
agencies and long delays in customs clearance. 

Although Angola has extensive economic and aid ties with the CMEA 
countries, the country's external trade is geared strongly towards the 
developed market economy cou11tries. The USA is Angola's largest trading 
partner, importing most of its oil, fol lowed by Portugal, France and the 
USSR. The USSR probably was the largest supplier if arms are included in 
imports, accounting for 50 per cent of total imports in recent years. 

During the early 1970s, Angola traded substantial with Zimbabwe, Zambic.> 
and Mozambique in a number of different products. Angola has traditionally 
imported metal products from Zimbabwe for the metal-working industries. But 
the security situation in the area of the Benguela railway has made it 
impossible to continue normal traffic, and foreign trade r.ow has to be 
undertaken by means of sea or airfrei~ht. Consequently, Angolan foreign trade 
with its neighbours in the Southern African Development Co-ordination 
Conference (SADCC) area has suffered a major set-back. During 1982-1984 
Angola's share in intra-SADCC exports was 0.8 per cent, while its share in 
imports was 4. 3 per cent. Angola has some trade with countries to the north 
(such as Congo, Zaire, Cameroon and Nigeria) which is not subject to the 
transport complexities of SADCC trade. 

2.4 Production priorities in the sphere of import substitution 

The Government has established, as a general principle, that wherever 
possible local production shall prevail over imports. Attempts have been made 
to translate this general policy of import substitution into a viable set of 
operating criteria and into actual measures. A major study on the import 
substitution potential within manufacturing was initiated in 1986. A 
preliminary report on the survey, listing 50 firms and 120 products which were 
found fit for import substitution, was published in 1987. 

All firms under the Ministry of Industry were given a list of the 
quantity and type of manufactured goods needed by the Government for the 
priority programme of increasing marketed crops of peasants (Commercializc;ao 
do Campo) during the period 1987-1990. The survey covered good~ needed to 
increase agricultural production in terms of inputs, equipment and incentive 
goods for farmers. The firms were asked to indicate to which extent they 
could produce the commodities in question cheaper than if the final product 
were imported, taking into account the available capacity, socio-economic 
factors within the factories, possible additional foreign exchange costs 
needed to rehabilitation and maintenance, and possible additional costs 
involving p~rchases of supplementary machinery. 
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The '.'llinistry has also carried out a stt~dy focusing on supplying b.isic 
needs goods to the population of Luanda. with 1.5 million inhabitants the 
largest concentration of population in Angola. Ho"'e\·er. this study did not 
include a pMper assessment of the foreign exchange c.:>st of rehabilitation. 
These surveys and studies pertaining to the r-ecuperation of production. 
maintenance and import substitution deserve to be continued. 

Apart from basic urban consumer goods agricultural equipment and 
incentive goods, the import substitution policy could also look into the 
potential for locally produced goods that bring increased revenue to the 
Government in the form of export earnings. The ccntruction materials industry 
could be included here. Its products ar~ urgently needed for reconstruction 
of the country's physical infrastructure and to provide additional housing. 
With an improved security situation. the industry would have an excellent 
domestic raw materials base at its disposal. 

Much of 
place in the 
therefore be 
for imports. 
Chapter 3. 

the industrial capacity to produce these 
early 1970s. Rehabilitation rather than 
the main way of expanding the production 

Rehabilitation issues will be discussed 

goods was al ready in 
new investment would 
of goods substituting 
more extensively in 

A shortcoming of both the studies mentioned above is that the process of 
estimating imported input requirements seems to have been done independently 
of the process of looking into the possibilities of reducing the import 
content of existing ind~strial activities. It is by no means certain that the 
input-mix adopted by the manufacturers today is minimizing foreign exchange 
costs. It is therefore important to encourage efforts in this direction. 
These could be accompanied by a consistent system of incentives in support of 
innovations that save foreign exchange. 

Within the group of enterprises which manufacture the identified priority 
goods, some are more efficient than others in their utilization of foreign 
exchange. Here the question is whether efficient users of foreign exchange 
should be preferred and be allocated the bulk of foreign exchange while the 
inefficient factories might have to be closed. The result would be higher 
output levels for the same amount of foreign exchange, but it would also imply 
loss of jobs in enterprises. This problem could be $Olved through contingency 
plans for the laid-off workers. A compromise will have to be made between 
economic efficiency in terms of foreign exchange and the social objective of 
preserving jobs. 

2.5 Size and geographical distribution 

Recent data on the size of registered manufacturing enterprises are 
incomplete. A size classification based on invested capital, employment and 
output is being prepared by the Ministry of Industry. The available data 
suggest that more than half of total manufacturing employment is concentrated 
in some two dozen enterprises. At the other end of the scale, a nwnber of 
unregistered cottage industries is known to exist. The nwnL~r may not be as 
large as in many other developing countries on account of insecurity and 
supply problems. 
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The spatial distribution of manufacturing is shown in Table A-10. The 
figures are not up-to-date• but as there has been little investment in the 
mP.antime, the table would still give a good impression. Over one-half of all 
firms is concentrated in Luanda. Benguela is the second most important 
centre. Together, these two towns, with their surrounding areas, accounted 
for almost 75 per cent of all firms. They are also the only locations where a 
full range of manufacturing activities is found. So firms were registered in 
the provinces of Zaire. Luanda Sul. Kwanza Sul. Kunene and Kuanda Kubango. 
This does not necessarily mean that no industrialization has taken place: 
existing establishments may have been destroyed or permanently closed down as 
a consequence of the civil war. The war has strengthened the concentration of 
industry in the coastal towns of Luanda and Benguela which are safe, where 
infrastructure is still more or less intact and where imports of essential 
inputs pose no logistical problems. For the same reason, rehabilitation 
effort3 may in the short-to-medium term increase the concentration of 
operational industrial units in a few urban centres. 

The stabilization of the situation in Southwest Angola has paved the way 
for a major ecor.omic reconstr:-uction effort in the provinces of Huila, Cunene 
and Namibe. The pr:-ogramme, for which extensive foreign support (both manpower 
and finance) would be needed, would concentr:-ate on the agricultural sector. 
However, rehabilitation of a number of local resource-based industr:-ies is also 
foreseen, as well as some new investment. 

2.6 Ownership and investment patterns 

The creation of a lar:-ge Government sector:-, beyond the core of Gover:-nment 
companies inherited from the Portuguese Government, was initially a r:-esponse 
to the settlers' abandoning of farms, factories and other businesses. 
Government intervention was seen as unavoidable to prevent a standstill in 
manufacturing enterprises. The process began a month before independence. 
when the Government issued a decree allowing Government intervention in the 
management of private companies where product ion was paralyzed or gr-eat ly 
reduced, where dir:-ectors and management were absent and/or where tt.cre was 
significant decline in investment. In most cases an administrative committee, 
compdsing Government and worker:-s' representatives, was set up to run the 
company. 

It was not until '.°"larch 1976, when the Law on Gov n. r.ent Intervention was 
enacted, that provision was made for the formal national iz.-iti1rn of private 
companies. This could take two forms: first, non-punitive nationalization, 
entitling the previous owners to compensation, for major enterprises turned 
over volantar:.ly to the Government and second, confiscation, a punitive form 
of nationalization with no right to compensation, appli,;able to businesses 
that were abandonded or engaged rn activities damaging to th~ nation's 
economy. By 1983, 17 pt!r cent of all firms in manutar:turing wen: 
Government-ownerl. 

Recent data from the '.°"linistry of Industry show a much lower share of 
pub! ic ownership: 43 per cent in 1987 (Table 2.10). r)f the major brandies in 
terms of turnover, only transport equipment and food pror:.:ssing are dominated 
by public enterprises. The i:hemic;ils and rubber and the wearing apparel 
industries are prodominant ly in the hands of private owners. ln the latter 
industry, co-operative own~rship is ;ilso quite r:orranon. :-tixcrl ownership is 
.;till 111111,.;q.il, h·1t has hu·om•: mor•.: r·ommo11 in rr:n:nt y0.;1r~. Th•: •.:1bl1: 
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excludes a number of building materials enterprises under the '.l'tinistry of 
Construction, on which little information was available, and some food 
processing units under the Ministries of Agriculture and Fisheries. Most of 
the public enterprises are classified as small-scale, which often reflects the 
present limitations to their operations rather than their initial investment 
and their employment potential at full capacity utilization. 

The Government encourages and supports private sector investment which is 
in accordance with the general guidelines ~f the economic and labour policies 
defined by the Government and this connitment has recently become stronger. 
There was never an intention to abolish private sector manufacturing. '.'-lost of 
the nationalization measures after independence affected Portuguese 
interests. ~on-Portuguese foreign investments were oniy rarely t:'.iken over. 
and in June 1979, the Government adopted a new Law on Foreign Investments to 
attract new investors to Angela. It was revised in 1987 and adopted by the 
National Assembly in June 1988. Summaries of the laws pertaining to foreign 
investment are contained in Annex B. 

With the exception of the oil and diamond industries, the response to the 
gradual liberalization of the economy by foreign investors has been very 
modest so far. The improving security situation in some parts of the country 
has attracted some foreign building contractors who are involved in 
rehabilitating buildings and physical infrastructure. During the first 
quarter of 1990 some 50 potential foreign investors registered projects with a 
combined value of $150 million, but these projects have yet to be approved and 
executed. 



Table 2.10: Ownership of registered industrial enterprises 
(excluding petroleum refining), 1987 

Public Co-operatives Mixed Private Government 
administered ... / 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- -~----~~-~-

Food processing 
Beverages 
Tobac~o 

Textiles 
r.lothing 
Leather and leather products 
Wood products & furniture 
Paper and printing 
Chemicals and rubber 
Basic metals 
Metal products 
Transport equipment 
Non-electrical machinery 
Electrical goods 
Building materialsll.-' 
Other 

Total 

33 
8 

4 
4 
7 
7 

12 
11 

2 
15 

4 

2 
2 
2 

113 

---------------------- ---------

11 

11 

1 
1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

7 

21 

'• 
3 
2 

16 
19 
19 

5 
23 

5 
11 

3 

5 

123 

l 

1 

1 

1 
2 

7 

~/ Enterprises administered by the Government whose legal status is yet to be clarified. 

Total 

55 
13 

3 
8 

31 
12 
26 
18 
36 

28 
5 
1 
7 
2 
8 

260 

b/ Many enterprises in this branch come under the Ministry of Construction. Full dat<t coverage for these 
was not available at the time of writing. 

Source: Ministry of Industry database. 

Note: The fact that an enterprise is registered in the database does not necessarily mean that it is 
operational in a given year. 

~ 
I 
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3. PROBL~S AND PROSPECTS OF SELECTED I~llLSTRIAL ENTERPRISES 

To highlight the problems that Angolan manufacturing is confronted with 
at present, and to indicate the prospects for future recovery, this chapter 
sunmarizes a number of rehabilitation studies •.. !/ Al together, the studies 
covered some 50 enterprises. The factories selected for this chapter serve as 
examples for the problems encountered in some of the key industries in Angola: 
food products, building materials, plastic products and steel. 

While all factories suffer from individual prcblems, it wili be seen that 
a categorization of these problems shows great similarities: shortage of spare 
parts and inputs, related to a shortage of foreign exchange needed to import 
these; shonage of qualified production and maintenance personnel; official 
sales prices for finished goods which are too low for profitable operations. 
With regard to the foreign exchange issue it should be pointed out that its 
allocation is fully controlled by the Government, and the allocation system is 
insufficiently attuned to the actual needs of enterprises. The foreign 
exchange problem may be illustrated by the fact that, in 1986, only one-sixth 
of the amount needed for building materials factories in Luanda was made 
available. 

It should be stressed that the problems encountered by factories are 
usually interrelated. Low sales prices, for example, make it difficult for a 
firm to accumulate sufficient funds to buy inputs or to renew machinery. The 
absence of sufficient maintenance personnel leads to more frequent breakdowns, 
increasing the need for spare parts. Factory problems are again related to 
those elsewhere in manufacturing, and in other sectors. Insufficient 
attention is paid to exploring inter-industry linkages, which would reduce the 
need for imports (and hence for foreign exchange), even with the present 
deficient production structure. The low productivity in the agricultural 
sector has been the major cause of supply bottlenecks in manufacturing. 

All the factories described below are located in or near Luanda, which is 
by far the most important loation for manufacturing activities, and the hub of 
formal sector activities in general. Physical infrastructure is relatively 
good, so that in most cases water, energy and transport problems are not 
critical. In secondary manufacturing centres, these problems possibly have a 
much greater impact on production, and therefore rehabilitation prograw.mes for 
such locations may havt to take better account of issues related to physical 
infrastructure. 

3.1 FABRICA DE ALIMENTOS, (FAL), - Fish and Meat Products 

Fabrica de Alimentos (FAL) started business in 1974, operating as a 
joint venture between an Angolan business enterprise and an Austrian company. 

!/ The case studies in this chapter are largely based on UNIDO, The 
Regeneration of _Angolan Manufacturing Industry with Emphasis on 
Agro-based Industries-1 PPD/R. 21 (Restricted), 1988, Vienna and 
Minis':erio da Construc;ao/Dar Al-Handasah Consultants, Reilabilitati0r:i-2.f 
!u_i.l_dJ_!!_g__Co!l_~r_u_!:! !_'?!!_._Mat~_!~_!__? ___ Indus t rie~ in Luanda ( 2 Vols), 
~1anda/Beirut/LonJon/Cairo, 1988. 
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FAL was originally established with the objective of producing a variety 
of meat products using locally reared cattle, pigs and chicken. Up to 1976 
all of the beef, pork and chicken required were obtained from the Luanda area. 
Following Independence, local supplies of cattle, pigs and poultry rapidly 
diminished due to a general collapse in livestock and agricultural 
production. With no opportunity to buy any meat supplies from the domestic 
market, FAL then had no choice but to import its beef, pork and chicken 
requirements. Foreign exchange for these imports was very difficult to obtain 
and as the situation in regard to input supplies continued to deteriorate, a 
decision was taken in 1979 to change from meat to fish products. 

In 1988, the company was operating at approximately 25 per cent of 
capacity, utilising a mix of different types of fish (mainly cutlass fish and 
carp). Local supplies of all types of fish are becoming more irregular, and 
the average size of the fish smaller, as foreign ships continue to absorb all 
of the prime large fish for their own processing purposes. The FAL factory is 
still operating profitably. 

The future of this company depends mainly on its ability to obtain 
adequate supplies and therefore its current plans include an application to 
import meat again. The possibility of securing such imports, however, remains 
uncertain due to the limited amount of foreign ~xchange allocated to the 
company, which is therefore renewing its attempts to diversify its fish 
product range. To date this FAL initiative has been thwarted by the 
unavailability of foreign exchange to import the required equipment. The firm 
has endeavoured to reinvest its profits, whenever it has been allowed to do so 
by the provision of foreign exchange. However, in the past few years, such 
opportunities have become much more limited. 

FAL has an installed capacity of 456 tonnes of finished products per 
annum operating on a single shift of eight hours. The plant has over the past 
fe11 years been producing an average of 180 tonnes of finished products per 
annum, representing about 39 per cent of installed r.apacity. However, during 
1987, FAL did produce about 46 tonnes of fish .sausages and 208 tonnes of 
smoked fish. The total sales from this production were valued at Kz 9 million 
for fish sausages and Kz 20 million for smoked fish. This represented about 
30 per cent and 70 per cent of total sales of the finished products 
respectively. The 1987 output represented about 56 per cent of the installed 
capacity. 

The present low capacity utilisation is a reflection of the lack of raw 
materials, spare parts, qualified workers, and of unreliable energy and wat~r 
supplies. The major constraint is the lack of raw materials - beef, pork and 
fish. Its current production is concentrated on the production of fish 
sausages and smoked fish. Table 3.1 shows the total quarterly value of 
production between Jan - March 1987 and July - August 1988. 

Since the official prices of the finished products have altered little 
over the past few years, the changes in total value are a fair reflection of 
the production performance of FAL. This is ultimately dependent on the 
supplies of fish to FAL which are limited and erratic. It is expected that 
eventually most prices will be liberalized, and that prices and supply will 
then be largely determined by market forces. Thus, in a longer term 
perspective, there may not be a physical input constraint for FAL. However, 
the olllt!r ronstraints may then become mort~ important. 
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Table 3.1: Total value of production of FAL's finished items 
Jan-March 1987, July-Sept 1988 

Quarter Total v~lue 
(Kz '000) 

Jan. - March 
April - June 
July - Sept. 
Oct. - Dec. 
Jan. - March 
April - June 
July - August 

1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1988 
1988 

4,768 
7,568 

11!716 
5,909 
7,917 
4, 135 
2,653 

Source: FAL. 

Despite the various problems FAL has enjoyed comfortable profits for many 
years. During 1987, net profits were Kz 7.8 million, equivalent to 14 per 
cent of turnover. This was expected to increase to 18. 5 per cent of turnover 
during 1988. This good performance can best be explained by the efficient 
management of the company. FAL pays t.:orporation taxes of over Kz 4 million 
each year. The rate of corporation tax varies depending on the profit levels, 
starting at 35 per cent for the fir>t Kz 150,000 of profits. Under a regime 
of price controls, this type of tax penalizes efficient companies. Al though 
much of the equipment at FAL was supplied when the factory was established in 
1974, all of the existing equipment was in very good condition in 1988 due to 
a strict maintenance schedule for all machinery, and the technical ability of 
the general manager to personally carry out all of the maintenance himself. 

be: 
The most urgently required measures to increase production at FAL would 

a strengthening of the management; 
training of workers; 
a larger electricity generator (250 kva capacity) 

The lack of skilled labour could in part be resolved by the introduction 
of automated machinery. Greater attention should however be given by 
enterprises such as FAL to training programmes within the enterprise sector or 
in partnership with the Government. 

The future market demand for FAL fish products may be less buoyant and 
profitable than for other products the enterprise can produce. In this sense, 
there may be a demand constraint for FAL fish products. If and when other 
supplies, such as beef and pork meat, will again become available, a much 
la•ger consw1~r group can probably be supplied. 
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3.2 Ermoagens do Nerte, Kicolo plant, - Wheat and ~aize Flour 

Kicolo, established in 1952, is one ;:if a number of public enterprises 
which, following abandonme=it by their original owners the enterprises in 
question became the property of the Government. In 1978 Ermoagens took over 
the responsibility for running the Kicolo plant, which was one of the leading 
milling operations in the country. 

The main production milling facilities were designed for both soft and 
hard wheats, and consist of a 50 tonne/24hr production line and a 
150 tonne/24hr line. The 50 tonne production line has been paralyzed fur a 
number of years due to the lack of spare parts, and has been progressive 1 y 
cannibalised, in order to maintain the 150 tonne line ir. operation. l"'.'\IDO 
will assist Kicolo in improving the rehabilitation of the 50 tonne line. At 
the time of writing, the mill was at a complete standstill because of an 
explosion caused by a short circuit. 

At the time of the plant's abandonment, construction of a combined maize 
and animal feed mill was partially complete. The maize mill was designed to 
handle 100 tonnPs/24hr while the animal feed mill was designed to produce 30 
tonnes/24hr. Due to financial constraints only 70 per cent of the civil works 
have been completed, and 70 per cent of the total equipment requirements have 
already been delivered to site. Of this equipment 30 per cent requires some 
renovation work or replacement, which will need to be financed in foreign 
exchange. 

The 150 tonne (wheat flour) line, cannot meet the demanri for in the 
Luanda region, even if operated on a continuous basis, because of constraints 
arising from a lack of raw materials caused by foreign exchange l imitat.ions 
(all the wheat for the Kicolo mill is imported) as well as from a lack of 
b~g3, frequent power cuts, and mechanical breakdowns. 

During 1987 the company produ,~ed 24,300 tonnes of wheat flour and 2,8~0 

tonnes of maize flour. This represen::.ed a car>acity utilisation rat•: •Jf ·'.O.; 
per cent and 23 per cent for wheat and maize flour respectively. Tahl·.: 3.2 
shows the total production of the company's produc:ts bet-..een !98'°> a:1d 1987. 
The company produces about 27 per cent of the country's total requirements of 
wheat flour, and about 8 per cent of total requireme1•ts of maize flour. 
Angola has to import large quantities of cereal flour to cover demand in 
especially the urben markets. 

Table 3.2: Kicolo mill - Total productio_ll..t_~~11.?-_!2~F 
(tonnes) 

Year 

Maize flour 
Grits 
Maize by-products 
Wheat flour 
Wheat bran 
Total 

Sourr.e: F.rmoagcns. 

1985 

----
3,300 

875 
l,600 

10. 400 
ll,000 
4 7. 17'> 

----- ·---·--

1986 1987 

--·------- - ----- ------ - -· -

3,860 2,880 
790 61 "l 

l ,~9'> l ,020 
12. 278 24, lOO 
11,295 7 ,1100 
30,,118 36, '.!I"> 
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Ermoagens has no sales :.:-ganisation, but sells its products at the 
factory gate. Wheat flour L ...:.~o •.ributed through EPAN (En;presa de Panificao 
Sacional). ~ize flour is .a·~:y distributed through ENSUL (Empresa do 
Supermercados de Luanda). Certa.1.;. by-products are sold as raw material to 
animal feed factories. 

The following is needed to overcome ~he constraints to the effective 
operation of the mill: 

physical rehabilitation of the plant; 

strengthening of the maintenance capacity of the workforce; 

regular power supplies; 

adequate wheat supplies; and 

increased supply of bags or introduction of bulk-handling of flour, 
reducing the need for bags. 

Fu~ure plans for the national wheat milling industry should consider the 
cost-price relationship with other essential staple foods such as maize and 
cassava. Another consideration would be the linkage of the future consumption 
pattern of staple foods to traditional food habits and to the pl icies for 
development of the agricultural sector. 

3.3 Industria Angolana de Oleos VegP.tais (INDUVE), - Vegetable Oil 

INDUVE was founded in August 1957 as a private enterprise with capital 
from three private Portuguese companies. Fo 1 lowing the political changes in 
Portugal in 1974 one company was nationalised but the respective shareholdings 
remained the same with no Angolan shareholders. Edible oil is the most 
profitable of INDUVE's products. In addition, the Government has approved the 

Table 3.3: INDUVE - Production volume (1987) and sales 
value of products (1985-1987) 

Production Sales value (Kz 
Product (quantity) 

1987 1985 1986 

Edible oil 2,582,000 litres 219.700 230. 720 
Soap 2,194 tonnes 176.000 144.140 
Sunflower cake 2, 136 tonnes 5.600 
Palm kernel cake 99 tonnes 23.400 o. 300 

Total value of salPs: 419.100 380. 760 

'000) 

1987 

125,793 
63,441 

3,500 
81 

192,815 

·------ ------------. 

Source: INDUVE. 
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company's plans to extend its existing product r:ange at IXDL"VE involving the 
establishment of a new factory for the product ion of margarine. Ihe 
production target is 7 ,000 tonnes/ye<\r. This investment is estimated at $7 
million at 1985 prices. Land for this plar.ned investment is available on 
I~DCVE's existing premises. 

The factory was established on the basis of utilising only locally 
produced raw materials, but the company is now completely dependent on 
imported raw materials, as domestic palm oil seeds and sunflower seeds are now 
either inaccessible or no tonger in production. The company therefor€ has to 
obtain sufficient foreign exchange to continue operating, and whenever this is 
not vailable, the company comes to a standstill. Other restraints include a 
shortage of water, an irregular electricity supply, shortages of spare parts 
and qualified personnel and an unrealistic official price structure for its 
products. This means that the company is operating constantly at a loss, with 
the possibility of the plant closing if the Angolan authorities decline to 
offer further credit to cover the losses. In 1987, the company's turnover was 
Kz 235 million, and its losses were Kz 114 million. 

INDUVE's main products are edible oils and soap (see Table 3.3). The 
principal by-products of vegetable oil production are sunflower and palm 
kernel cake. The year 1987 was an exceptionally difficult year for the 
factory with a shut down of several months. The sales figures reflect the 
decline in production. All proc!ucts are sold at the factory gate, and no 
stocks are kept. As INDUVE is the only fully operational edible oil plant in 
the country, the short in production has been increasingly met by imports. 

The Angolan market for edible oils is estimated at 30,000 tonnes/year of 
which INDUVE, accounts for about 16 per cent. The market for ISDL'VE's 
products is a seller market and for the moment there are no problems in 
selling the firm products. There is, therefore, little immediate need for 
investment in sales promotion in a conventional sense, although with th~ 

introduction of SEF, greater attention should be given to the distribution of 
products in the rural areas. 

Most of I'.IIDUVE's products are on the list of essential products, which 
means that in order to export it requires an export licence. In 1986 2,000 
tonnes of sun flower cake was exported to Portugal as payment for technical 
support. ~o significant export of INDLlVE's other products is contemplated in 
a short-to medium-term perspective. 

The main raw material used in refined oil production is sunflower seeds, 
the supply conditions for which are generally unstable. At present, sunflower 
seeds are almost entirely imported. This is due to the fact that there is 
currently very limited product ion of ;;unf lower in Angola on account 0f th::: 
security situation and lack of incentives for farmers to increase agri~ultural 
production. 

Raw materials constitute INDt:VE's main problem. The major input the 
Government trading firm are sunflower seeds, which are imported from Argentina 
by IMPORTANG. Sunflower seeds were sold to INDUVE at Kz 16.)0 per kg in 1988, 
the world price being is Kz 8.SO per kg. Thus, despite Induve being in a 
c:hronic: loss situation, it would appear to be subsidizing the importation of 
sunflower seeds. However, since INDUVE sust.'.lins its financial position by 
increasing its debt to the National Bank of Angola (BNA) and Angola's 
monopolistic raw material suppliers, it is the Government which ultimately 
subsidizes the operations of its own monopoly trading companies. 
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The other major inputs used by INDUVE are polyvinyl chloride 
thermoplastic (PVC), polythelene granules, silicales, bleaching earths, 
tallow, caus'::ic soda, palm kernels, carboard boxes, hexane and drums. The 
latter four are supplied by domestic producers. 

In the case of spare parts, INDlIVE' s import dependence is very 
INDUVE can make some simple spare parts in its workshop, but this 
relatively expensive operation. In 1988, the budgeted cost of imported 
parts was estimated to be of the order of Kz 23.6 million. 

INDUVE's performance could be improved by: 

improving the supply of raw materials; 

a more realistic Government price policy; 

regular water supplies; 

regular supply of electricity; and 

high. 
is a 
spare 

foreign exchange to purchase spares and machinery, and to contract 
technical assistance from abroad. 

3.4 Fabrica de Artigos de Fibras Sinteticas (FIBREX), - Plastic Prociucts 

Fabrica de Artigos de Fibras Sinteticas, (FIBREX), was established in 
1966 as a private limited company by a group of Portuguese. In addition to 
synthetic raffia bags and extruded plastic pipes, production of other items, 
such as window frames and shutters, was also initiated during the early years. 

The installed capacity of the plant is about 2,000 tonnes per annum of 
finished rroducts. The capacity utilization is about 70 per cent. ThP 
analysis below concentrates on bag production, the most important activity. 

Table 3.4: Total output and sales of the FIBREX plant during 1986 

Product 

Raffia bag'> 
Hard plastic tubes 
Irrigat:on pipes 
Tubes for water and 

drainage systems 
Construction profiles 
Hoses and various plastic 

tubes 

Total 

So11rn:: Fl P.IH:X. 

Quantity 
(tonnes) 

350 
200 
300 

300 
150 

100 

l,400 

Sales value 
(Kz mil 1 ion 

50.0 
20.0 
27 .0 

36.8 
30.0 

13.0 

176 .8 

Sales value as 
percentage 
of total value 

28.3 
11. 3 
15.3 

20.8 
17 .0 

7.4 

100 

. ·- -- - - -
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Table 3.4 gives the various outputs of the plant and their total values 
during 1986. The raffia bags which the company produces mainly for cereals, 
salt and flour are bought by the Government, companies and agriculural 
producers. FIBREX is one of the two producers of raffia bags; together they 
sa~isfy only about 50 per cent of the national demand which is estimated about 
six million bags. Despite the economic problems which Angola has encountered 
in recent years, there has always bee, a good demand for the products of the 
factory, and it can easily sell its entire output even when operating at 
capacity. 

The low capacity utilization in the production of raffia bags at FIBREX 
is partly due to the age of the machinery and equipment, the lack of spare 
parts, problems in the supply of raw materials, lack of skilled labour, 
erratic energy supplies and self-acquisition by the workers, especially of 
raffia bags. 

The machinery and equipment in the manufacture of raffia bags is over 20 
years old. It therefore needs frequent maintenance, but this is restricted by 
the quality of skilled personnel. The company lacks qualified workers. 

Adequate spare parts are hard to acquire because of foreign exchange 
shortages. The lack of spares is especially important in the raffia bag 
line. The lack of raw materials relates to both the inadequate availability 
of the raw material on the world market and the lack of sufficient foreign 
exchange. During i987 the plant was shut for seven months because of the lack 
of the major raw materials. In 1988 the factory was allocated approximately 
60 per cent of its actual foreign exchange i·equirements. Lack of spare parts 
has resulted in two of the three extrusion lines becoming inoperative and also 
of 29 of the 100 bag looms also being withdrawn from use. 

Many raffia bags are appropriated by the workers because they are in high 
demand in the parallel market, where a much better price is offered than the 
officially fixed price for bags, and the returns compare favourably with fixed 
nominal wages. This affects the sales and therefore the profitability of the 
company. FIBREX would consequently rather concentrate on the production of 
plastic pipes. 

FIBREX is a profitable company as a whole, al though the production of 
raffia bags is unprofitable. Net profits were Kz million 38.0 in 1985 and Kz 
million 31.7 in 1988. In 1987, a loss of Kz million 27.1 was registered 
because the plant was closed down due to the lack of raw materials. The 
company financed the loss by drawing on its bank balances. 

The rehabilitation of the bag line at FIBREX would nearly double the 
firm's production in this area providing that the problems of obtaining raw 
material were overcome. This rehabilitation would al~o help to solve part of 
the present overemployment problem at the factory. 

Apart from the above-mentioned, constraints include: 

A high labour turnover, which may be attributable in some measure to 
a lack of partial payment-in-kind, e.g. bags and plastic items. The 
factory does, however, provide food fer all its employees. 
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The location of the fac~ory. In the absence of ptiblic transport, 
the factory has to provide a transport service. ~ightshift 

employment is difficult, and this reduces potential output levels. 

Government restrictions on the employment of expatriates for 
maintenance and training. 

Delays in shipmer.ts caused by the low quality and reliability of the 
Government trading and transport s~rvices. 

Irregular electricity supply. 

Rehabilitation would involve: 

solving the maintenance problems; 
upgrading the overall factory facilities; 
arranging for duty-free imports of polyethylene granules with the 
relevant authorities; 
liberalization of the prices for the end products. 

In case of sparP parts, efforts should be made to identify domestic 
manufacturing capability. There would then be a need for a differential 
import tariff: a higher rate on those spares that can be manufactured locally 
and a lower or zero rate on those spare parts that cannot be fabricated 
locally. 

There would appear to be no immediate need for major marketing efforts 
since there is a sellers' market. However, greater attention may have to be 
given to marketing and distribution of other products of lhe company, notably 
in the south-western provinces, where economic recovery is expected. In a 
medium term perspective, with the implementation of SEF measures, the PVC 
production at FIBREX could very well prove to be interesting for exports to 
the SADCC region and other neighbouring countries. If an export retention 
scheme could also be arranged, this could then provide the firm with some 
direct access to foreign exchange. 

3.5 UNICERAMICA, - Brick Factory 

This factory was established about 20 years ago at N'gola Kiluange near 
Luanda, by the Portuguese, but subsequently Spanish equipment was installed in 
the factory in the period 1976-79. The responsible authority for the factory 
is the Ministry of Construction. 

The product range consists of three sizes of hollow blocks, 300 x 200 x 
90, 300 x 200 x 150 and 300 x 200 x 200 mm. A small quantity of roof tiles 
was also made in the past. This activity has virtually ceased. The 1986 
output was 991,501 blocks against a total capacity of 3.24 million, a 
utilization rate of only 27 per cent. The estimated production in 1987 was 
535,000 blocks, which gives a utilization rate of 16.5 per cent. The strong 
growth of the urban population has created a great need for building blocks, 
and the factory should have few problems selling its output when operating at 
full capacity. UNICERAMICA relies on local clay deposits. There are 
therefore few problems (apart from relatively minor quality problems) on the 
raw material sicle. Production' is kept low because much of the equipment is in 
poor condition. The pro<luctio~ of tiles has virtunlly ceased because the til•! 
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press is in disrepair. The tunnel driers for blocks have apparently 
been operational, and the factory relies completely on air drying. 
consequence of this alone the factory could never attain rated output. 
of the electr:r1l equipment and cabling is in a bad state. 

never 
As a 
'.l'tuch 

Deficient production methods, which are in part caused by the poor state 
of the equipment, in part by lack of sufficient experienced personnel, 
contribute to the low quality of end products. The shortage of building 
materials however makes it possible to sell the output without any attempt to 
improve product quality. 

The main reasons for poor performance can be sunmarized as: 

lack of spare parts for the capital equipment during a long period 
of time; 

lack of experienced and qualified personnel for production. 
maintenance and quality control purposes. 

Power cuts and irregular oil deliveries for the kilns are relatively 
minor problems. 

UNICERAMICA' s problems could be solved to a large extent if funds were 
made available to purchase spare parts and some new equipment. 
Simultaneously, a maintenance progranne should be started. Finally, training 
should be provided to personnel in the proper production, maintenance and 
quality control procedures. If these measures are carried out. it should be 
possible to achieve an output rate that is close to capacity within a year. 

3.6 Siderurgia Nacional - Structural Steel 

This plant was established in 1963 and is Government owned. The Ministry 
of Industry is the responsible Ministry. 

The plant manufactures a range of steel re-inforcing bars from 6 to 32 mm 
diameter, with scrap as a raw material. There is a strong demand for the 
product, which is partly covered by imports. The products are used in 
re-inforced concrete products such as lamp posts, roof beams, power cable 
structures etc. Installed capacity of the steel mill is 30,000 tonnes (on the 
basis of a three-hour shift), and of the rolling mill 55,000 ton:tes. The 
various parts of the mill are, ir. other words, not well-balanced, and the 
lay-out is poor, the scrap yard being adjacent to the rolling mill rather than 
to the steel mill. 

In 1974, prior to Independence, an output of 28,000 tonnes was achieved. 
The 1986 and 1989 figures were 6,600 tonnes and 1,286 tonnes, giving a 
capacity utilization rate of 22 and 4 per cent, re~pectively. 

Siderurgia Nacional has a modern training 
equivalent to the best that Europe could offer. 
but a number of ex-students are being trained to 

school, where facilities are 
The lecturers are expatriates 

become lecturers. 

Table 3.5 shows the main causes of downtime in 1986, which was 62.S per 
cent of production time in the steel plant and 68.1 per cent in the rolling 
mill. In the steel mill, the major problems were defective e<]l.iipment ancl lar.k 

' 
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of maintenance, which are related. Part of the electrical equipment was 
totally worn out and must be replaced, and there was a general shortage of 
spare parts. In the casP of the rolling mill, the problems were more often 
related to the inadequate organization of production. Labour-related problems 
included overmanning (which is conmon in Angola factories), lack of 
well-trained qualified personnel and absenteeism and lack of motivation. The 
latter has worsened during 1989, when no salaries were paid for 9 months. 
External problems include transport bottlenecks (the plant is situated far 
from Luanda, and lorries are scarce) and official prices for steel which are 
far too low to allow remunerative production. Internal reorganization by a 
team of Portuguese consultants resulted in a tempJrary increase in production, 
but in the absence of follow-up, the situation deteriorated rapidly 
afterwards. By 1989, the supply of inputs was also becoming a problem, for 
lack of transport. 

Table 3.5: 

Problems, steel plant 
Electrical (incl. power cuts) 
Mechanical 
Technical (steel processing) 
Scrap 
Personnel 
Maintenance 
Refractories 
Wasted time 

Problems, rolling mill 
Electric31 (incl. power cuts) 
Mechnical 
Process 
Semi-finish products 

& ingots 
Personnel 
Maintenance 

Downtime, by cause, 1986 
(in percentage) 

11. 2 
10.5 

5.8 
3.8 
2.8 

22.4 
5.3 
0.7 

6.9 
12.6 
26.4 

2.5 
11.4 
8.3 

Source: Dar Al-Handasah Consultants, Rehabilitation of Building Construction 
Materials Industries in Luand~ (2 Vols), Luanda/Beirut/Londo~/Cairo, 
1988. 

With a large market for structural steel and the potential availability 
of sufficient raw material, Siderurgia Nacion:::ll could play an important role 
in industrial recovery. Rehabilitation of the ~lant would however be urgently 
needed to avoid closure. A rehabilitation programme would have to contain the 
following elements: 

thorough reorganization of the product ion process and other 
organizational improvements; 
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technical rehabilitation; 
training of lo..:al production and maintenance personnel; 
improved transport. 

Moreover, the Government would have to review or liberalize the prices 
for the firm's products. An in-depth study of the Angolan steel industry and 
its potential would have to be carried out to lay the foundations for 
longer-term development in the branch. 
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4. POLICIES AND INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWCRK FOR ISDCSTRIAL DEVELOP~E.\"T 

4.1 Industrial policy environment 

The 1977 resolution on economic policy spelled out the goals of national 
reconstruction and the forms it should take during the post-Independence era. 
The resolution provided an impression of the general policy environment for 
industrialization. Its basic aims were: 

creating the material and teccnical bases for socialism; 

initiating plannned development with agriculture as its basis and 
industry as the leading sector for modernization; 

harmonizing sectoral economic activities; and 

orienting production towards the needs of the people. 

In the absence of a longer-term strategy, detailed planning and a 
coherent follow-up and evaluation at the project level, the policies based on 
the 1977 resolut;on proved ineffective. These problems were to an extent 
addressed in the 1981-1985 Five Year Plan, which contained indicative plans 
for each economic sector, and a three-year Emergency Plan, introduced in 1983, 
which stressed the intensification of links between the sectors. 

Although the Plans were a step forward, as they established clear 
objectives, a coherent longer-term development strategy was still absent, and 
operationalization of progranmes was piecemeal. ~oreover, lack of qualified 
personnel made it difficult to ensure follow-up or to evaluate the results of 
those programmes that had been executed. One underlying problem, the strict 
administrative regulation of economic activities, was not addressed, and 
contributed to the increasing economic stagnation. 

4.2 Present priorities 

The Second Party Congress in 1985 pro'!ided a new point of departure in 
economic policy making. While re-endorsing the validity of the socialist 
approach to development, the Congress accepted that, even allowing for the war 
and the shortage of skilled managers and technicians, the economic results 
achieved were less than satisfactory, and that significant alterations were 
required in the economic system and in economic policy. The guidelines 
adopted by the Congress insisted on improved planning methods and a more 
effective use of price signals to regulate economic activities. It was within 
th~ framework of these policy changes that the three-year Saneamento Econ6mico 
e Financeiro (SEF) progranme was launched at the beginning of 1988. 

Acknowledging inefficiencies aud shortcomings in the performance of many 
public enterprises, the SEF proposes the introduction of improved conditions 
for private sector development. Smaller public undertakings would be 
transferred to the private sector, and Government ownership confined in the 
main to key enterprises serving strategic economic purposes. New legislative 
regulations for various types of enterprise (condicionamento ~mpresarial) were 
introduced. 
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Such legislation contains specific rules and guarantees for private 
investors, and enlarges significantly the productive sectors in which these 
undertakings would be permitted to function. Particular encouragement will be 
given to the reintroduction of private retail activities within the commercial 
sector, especially to create a more effective economic relationship between 
rural conmunities and the urban areas. Private undertakings would also 
receive particular encouragement in sectors such as road transport, building, 
repair services and handicrafts. 

The following priority objectives are listed in SEF: 

to accord absolute priority to defence needs; 

to formulate the methods for efficient management of the economy in 
the context of planned socialist administration; 

to increase efficiency in production; 

to diversify exports; 

to attract investment through: 

(a) agreements with socialist countries, whereby investments can be 
amortized with the products produced; and 

(b) technical assistance agreements with foreign companies 
arrangements whereby these companies share the risk 
specific undertaking with the Angolan firms. 

and 
of a 

The 1989-1990 Programa de Recuperatjao Economica (PRE) articulates the 
policy lines for the implementation of the SEF, and sets investment priorities 
by sector and targets for physical production and the provision of services. 
PRE also includes measures to reduce Government spending and to address 
monetary issues. The SEF defence priority is replaced in PRE by an absolute 
priority to physical and so~ial infrastructure. 

The recent reform initiatives have had some results. Foreign investment 
is being made easier, and clear guidelines have been formulated recently. A 
special unit was set up to handle restructuring and privatization issues in 
the public enterprise sector, the Gabinete de Redimensionamente Empresarial 
(GARE). Under GARE, an information base covering over 1000 enterprises is 
being created. Economic decision-making has been partly decentra 1 ized. But 
overall implementation has been slow, as a consequence of the Government· s 
lac" of experienced personnel, institutional rigil'lity, lack of co-ordination 
betw~~n ministri~s. lack of detailed information and uncertainty a~out 

longer-term prospects. The programmes moreover suffer from th~ same lack of a 
col ·~rent, broad vision of development and consistent, det:ailed progranunes that 
has characterized earlier attempts at economic reform. Ct shotdd also he 
realized that the Government effectively controls only part of the country, 
and that connections between the various regions are often only rudimentary. 
This makes it impossible to implement a nation-wide development programme. 
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The Government is aware of the shortcomings of ~artier reform and 
reconstruction attempts and has requested UN assistance in the drawing up of 
the 1991-1995 Five Year Plan. It is expected that the Third Party Congress, 
to be held in late 1990, will clear the way to further economic l~beralization 

and reforms, to be incorporated in the new Plan. 

4.3 The relevance of the Economic and Financial Restructuring Programme (PRE) 
to industrial developmentl' 

The following specific objectives are spelled out for the manufacturing 
sector: 

to strengthen the integration between economic activities, in 
particular between industry, agriculture and trade in order to 
stimulate national agricultural production and decrease the 
dependency on imports ( industri.:il enterprises, for example, are 
encouraged to associate themselves with agricultural enterprises and 
peasants to explore possibilities to boost the production of 
agricultural raw materials and to introduce systems of 
co11111ercialization in the country); 

to decentralize the management of the industrial enterprises and to 
make enterprises responsible for their results; 

to emphasize improved utilization of existing installations rather 
than investment in new projects; 

to decentralize industrial production through the establishment of 
small, local industries capable of processing agricultural products 
to meet various local needs; 

to develop the capacity of Angolan technicians and workers to make 
investments profitable; and 

to stimulate the transfer of know-how and technology. 

The SEF does not contain very detailed proposals for the manufacturing 
sector, and manufacturing is only a third priority in PRE, aiter physical and 
social infrastructure. But as part of the SEF progra11111e, a number of issues 
are to be addressed that are of great importance to the recovery of 
manufacturing. These issues are outlined in the following, with the 
observation that the actual implementation of measures has been slow, for the 
reasons indicated above. 

Enhanced autonomy for and restructuring of public enterprises 

.'\ leading objective of SEF legislation relating to public enterprises 
ib to provide greater autonomy to Government undertakings. Their activities 
would in future be based on their individual budget plans and annual 
medium-term programmes, which would be linked in an indicative sense to the 
macro-economic guidelines and targets contained in a new approach to national 

!.f' This section is mainly based on UNIDO, The Regeneration . ~~ --~~_gola~ 
Manufacturing I'ndustry with Emphasis on Agro-based Industries, PPD/R. 21, 
l Dec~mber 1988, Ch.3. 
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planning. Although ministries will be expected to establish general 
regulations and to programme sectoral activities in an indicative sense, they 
would no longer intervene at the enterprise level in specific manageraent 
decisions. Public enterprises will be subject to greater competition because 
of their enhanced autonomy and also through the general encouragement of 
private sector initiatives. 

Under the SEF arrangements, public enterprises will among others be 
allowed greater financial autonomy. Such enterprises will be pet•uitted to 
make provision for depreciation, and retain 50 per cent of their profits, 
although the actual use of these resoarces will be subject to control. 
Furthermore, enterprises are to be encouraged to operate along commercial 
lines, with more freedom to set their own prices and establish their own 
market outlets. Government subsidies are to be reduced and SEF introduces the 
possibility of liquidating non-viable public companies and privatizating 
others. Nevertheless, for the moment it seems that relatively close 
ministerial control continues in terms of both planning and operations within 
public enterprises. 

Where necessary, the financial position of existing public enterprises 
will be restructured by waiving a portion of their debts or by converting 
their debts into Government equity holdings. In addition, a rescheduling of 
public enterprise debts is under active consideration. A further SEF 
initiative relates to a proposal for a much stricter ex-post control of the 
financial transactions of public enterprises. In this general context, the 
Government, with technical support from an international comme~cial bank, has 
launched a number of studies whic:h focus on the general financial 
restructuring of the public enterprise sector. 

:.~gislation :·elating to foreign investment 

One of the main objectives of SEF policy and legislation is to introduce 
more attractive conditions for potential foreign investors. In 1988, new laws 
on foreign investment were adopted. For the actual implementation of foreign 
investment projects, new regulations on submission and approval procedure were 
published in late 1989.·!/. These procedur !S are co-ordinated by the Foreign 
Investment Cabinet (FIE) in the Ministry of Planning. The various ~rocedures 
for authorising foreign investment would be simplified, and there should be a 
significant enlargement of areas of economic activity in which foreign 
investment would be permitted. Only economic activities of strategic 
significance would be precluded to foreign investors. Previous limitations on 
the percentage of capital which may be held in particular enterprises by 
foreign investors will be lowered and foreign investors will be permitted to 
set up new enterprises which would be fully owned by them. 

Improvements in the planning system 

National plans would probably continue to be the principal mechanism for 
economic manage~cnt. The Government would seek to improve the planning system 
in the training and recruitment of professionals engaged in planning activities 

1/ The most important laws pertaining to the foreign industrial investment 
and the decree regulating the submission and approval of investment 
proposals are sununarized in Annex B. 
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at the national, sectoral and enterprise levels. The present lack of 
qualified personnel in these positions is one of the major obstacles to 
econo:nic recovery. Annual plans wi 11 be based to a much greater extent on 
project ions of key economic variables than on detailed quantitative targets, 
and more attention will be accorded to macro-economic policies needed to 
ensure internal and external equilibrium in aggregate terms. Prices and 
market forces will play a more important role in the planning process. The 
latter would be expected to influence the activities of leading productive 
sectors principally through general guidelines. 

Improved co-ordination will in future be sought between the annual plans, 
the Government budget and the foreign exchange budget. Existing investment 
will be reexamined and certain major projects may be curtailed, or their 
implementation slowed down. In decisions regarding new iovestments, more 
careful account would be taken both of domestic financial constraints and the 
availability of foreign exchange. 

Liberalisation and stabilisation measures 

Among the first economic actions in the SEF progranme will be an initial 
adjustment in a wide range cf controlled prices, so as to give more adequate 
reflection to the substantial changes which have occurred in wages and input 
costs, and notably in the costs of imported inputs. A start has already been 
made in this direction with the freeing of prices of fruit and vegetables. It 
is envisaged that er.terprises whose products are still subject to price 
control will enjoy greater autonomy in their price decisions. When that stage 
of price liberalisation is attained, the control of price levels would be 
determined largely through the application of macro-economic policy measures. 
Enterprises will also have greater autonomy in th~ir investment decisions, if 
they can finance these from their own internal sources, or if they can secure 
domestic credits without Government support. 

Financial stabilizati0n measures announced under the SEF are: 

~xchange rate adjustments 

The SEF envisages a devaluation of the kwanza, although it offers limited 
guidance on the criteria to be employed in formulating new exchange rate 
policies. It is envisaged that the curtailment of the budget deficit and 
greater flexibility in price levels wi 11 to some degree assume the role 
of the exchange rate in reestablishing equilibrium. However, the SEF 
concedes that, in a second reform stage, a crawling peg system for the 
exchange rate might be introduced, to stimulate the resurgence of Angolan 
exports. The SEF reference to a significant devaluation of the kwanza 
constitutes a basic change in the monetary policy of the Angolan 
authorities, which have so far insisted on maintaining a fixed exchange 
rate against the US dollar. 

Reducing the Government budget deficit 

To reduce the budget deficit, the SEF proposes a series of reforms in the 
fiscal system and more effective control over budgetary expenditure. 
Company taxation will possibly be extended to public enterprises and to 
eronomir. activities in the parallel market, although there would he 
impl1·m1!ntation proh!Pms in the L1ttf!r rasc. fnr,!ntives an! to h~ off1!red 
l•i t.1:-: ,·ol l1•r't<ir·s t<> i1wr1:;1s•· t isr·,il •:t fi,·i•:tll'y. Over tl11: medi111n t.1:rm, 

t,·,.h11i•·.il st11rli1:s 'N'ill I>•: :11iti.tl<·d r1:l;1ti11~ to tlw ri:torm ot l11t: i\11)o\ol.1n 
ti ,;,·.1 I . ..;y,; t··m. 
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For the moment, the financial requirements of defence and security 
constitute a major constraint on the possibility of reducing budgetary 
expenditure. Nevertheless, a significant contribution to public 
expenditure control cC\uld be provided by a lowering in subsidies and 
other transfers to public enterprises. As indicated above, these a:-e to 
become more independent financially. 

Hitherto, Angola's budget deficit has been funded largely through 
monetary creation and also in part by external credits. This has 
stimulated inflation and increased the debt burden. It is intended to 
cover a larger proportion of '...he deficit by borrowing from enterprises 
and households. In this context, plans are being made to develop a 
fina~cial market for public cebt securities offering an attractive return 
to private savers. 

General strengthening of the financial system and reform of domestic 
credit policies 

Under the SEF progranme, bad and doubtful debts in the assets of banking 
institutions are to be transferred to the Government Treasury, in 
exchange, it would appear, for public debt securities. It is envisaged 
that this would subsequently be complemented by a review of BNA's 
intermediate margins, so as to enhance its overall profitability. In the 
connercial banking sector, greater flexibility and increased competition 
are envisaged under the SEF. Thus it is proposed that the centra 1 
banking, development, finance and commercial operations of the BNA should 
eventually be handled by separate banking services, and that the BNA 
shouid be transformed into a cormiercial bank, which would be empowered to 
grant credits to enterprises. The establishment of other banks in 
Angola, some of which might be owned either in whole or in part by 
foreign enterprises, is also unrler consideration. 

The SEF also proposes an improvement in arrangements for providing credit 
to the productive sector. Interest rates on deposits and loans are to be 
increased, in order to make the holding of bank deposits more attractive, 
and to discourage the unnecessary utilisation of credit. The BNA will 
begin to make available long and medium-term credits to finance 
investment. Unless an explicit Government guarantee is provided, the 
approval of credit to public or private enterprises will depend on the 
bank management's assessment of the risks and profitability of the 
operations for which credit facilities are sought. The BNA is already 
closely supervising loans fror.1 this point of view. At a more advanced 
stage of the stabilisation programme, credit policy will be geared 
increasingly to interest rat.es and market forces. In addition, it has 
been proposed that enterprises should be in a position to sell Government 
securities to each other, as an alternative mrthod of financing. 

External debt rescheduling 

One of the leading objectives of the SEF is the rescheduling of Angola's 
external debt. The Angolan authorities are concerned not only to secure 
a workable solution to their current arrears problem, but to lengthen the 
maturity of their existing debt, so as to mitigate the burden of debt 
service obligations. The Government has successfully negotiated 
rescherluling of rleht in 1Q"i8 ;111rl 198'). It is also the Government's 
clt~rlan:d i11t•:11ti1lll ln i11r11s•: '' ~ri~:1t•!r rt1•·:1suri: of rlisr·iplim: intn th·· 
1:ond11ct ot its debt rna11a~1:m1:11t rcsponsihiliti•:s. 
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4.4 Institutional framework for industrial development 

Until early 1990, the Ministry of Industry was the key institution for 
industrial development. Of the other Government agencie~, the B'.':A and the 
Ministries of Agriculture, Education and Finance play important supporting 
roles in industrial development. As mentioned before, the ~inistry of 
Construction supervises a considerable number of building materials 
industries. The co-operation between the various agencies would have to bP. 
improved to ensure the success of future industrial recovery strategies. 

In 1988, a new statute for the Ministry of Industry was formulated. The 
statute takes up a considerable number of existing tasks and organizational 
characteristics of the Ministry. 

In early 1990, the Ministry had been partly restructured, which among 
others resulted in a stronger position of the Ministry's executing agencies, 
and a reduction of administrative functions. Under the new statute, the 
Ministry of Industry is charged with the formulation of National Plans for the 
manufacturing and mining sectors. After approval by the People's Assembly and 
The National Administration of the Industry and Mining Sectors, the Ministry 
would also become the executing agency for the Plans. 

Other major tasks of the Ministry would be: 

maintaining a detailed industrial data base; 

assessing investment needs and possibilities, both for the public 
and the private sectors; 

general support to the development of these sectors; 

supervising the exploitation and processing of non-oil mineral 
resources; 

co-ordinating, 
enterprises; 

directing and supervising the activities of 

seeking international co-operation; 

promoting training. 

The important elements in the structure of the Ministry were to be: 

a planning commission; 

technical commissions for manufacturing aPd mining; 

a human resource commission; 

national directorates for the three major subsectors: 
consumer goods and heavy industry. 

light, 
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While the restructuring programme of the '.l'tinL;try was being implemented, 
the merger of the ~ini.s::.ries of Industry and Commerce was announced. The 
consequences of this merger are not fully ct ear yet. It seems however certain 
that the technical commission for manufacturing wil ~ be dissolved and that a 
new unit concentrating on privatization and restructuring issues will acquire 
a central position. Separately from the '."tinistry, an Industrial Development 
institute is to be set up. In the framework of decentralization initiatives, 
provincial authorities are to play a more ac~ive role in providing 
institutional support. The question remains whether this measure can be 
implemented effectively, as the shortage of qualified personnel at the lower 
administrative levels is even more serious than in the Ministries. 
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5. RESOURCES FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPME..~T 

5.1 Human resources 

In 1987 Angola had an estimated population of 9.1 million inhabitants. 
Around 2-8 million lived in the urban and about 6.3 million in the rural 
areas. As shown in Table S.i, the urban population of Angola has :nore than 
tripled since 1970, while the growth of the rural population has been much 
slower. Urban migration was mainly a consequence of the security situation. 
It has placed a heavy !::>urden on the provision of infrastructure, housing and 
urban services. 

Table 5.1: Urban and rural population of Angola 1970, 1985 and 1986 
('000 inhabitants) 

1970.!/ 1985~/ 1986~' 

Rural popu!ation 4,752 6,607 6,218 
Urban population 836 2, 147 2, 772 
Total 5,588 8,754 8,990 

Source: Informa~ao Estatistica 1984-1985, 1987, p. 20. 

al 1970 Census. 

QI Estimate. 

At inrlependence, the Angolan Government had to cope with the highly 
adverse effects of the massive departure of Portuguese who had occupied most 
uf the pr:-ofessional, skilled and semi-skilled positions in the public and 
private sectors. Illiteracy was estimated ;it 85 to 90 per cent. In order to 
maintain vital managerial, administrative, technical and clerical functions, 
the overseas recruitme~t of several thousand operational support personnel •as 
arranged, exerting a sizeable drain on foreign currency reserves. The 
"co-operantes" concept was meant as a bridge until well-trained, experienced 
national cadres would be available. In 1985 the Government undertook a 
thorough review of the "co-operantes" programme and proposed pol icy and 
administrative measures, including the renewed recommendation for a 
broad-based• systematic effort to train national cadres and gradually reduce 
the considerable dependency on expatriate personnel. 

Overall, the Government has had some success in building a new 
educational system. In 1987/88, basic education was being provided to some 
1.5 million pu~ils. Some 20,000 pupils took part in higher forms of 
education. For further progress to be made, time and more resources are 
needed. As with administrative and economic tasks, the educational problems 
are only likely to be successfully tackled if peace is restored. The military 
effort is a drain on manpower and funds and deprives the educational system of 
teachers and the resourres with which to build schools, print books an<l 
p11rchase equipment, while llu~ war in tht: southr:rn ;ind 1·e11tr;1! r•:>(:u11s ii.is 
prevented the spread of the school system. 
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The issue of industrial training was given high priority at the Second 
Party Congress in 1985. The need to advance this area has been reinforced by 
the fall in the oil price and the subsequent elimination of a number of 
technical assistance contracts to :ut costs, which drastically reduced the 
number of foreign technicians and "co-operantes" in 1986. 

At p-:esent there are nine technical training centres supervised by the 
Ministry of Industry. Most of these are lo~ated in Luanda. These centres had 
a capacity of 1,120 students in 1989. As Table 5.2 show~. the training is 
rather heavily concentrated on skills related to metal working. The duration 
of most courses is between 9 and 24 months. 

Table 5.2: Training centres under the Mi~istry of Industry, 1989 

Location Type of training 

Luanda Administrative 
Luanda Bakery products 
Luanda Metal w~rking, 

mechanical design 
Luanda Electri~ians, machine 

t0~ling, metal working, 
chemical analysts 

Luanda Spinning, weaving, 
textile finishing, 
quality control, 
chemical treatmer.L 

Luanda Tailoring 
Lunda Norte Supervisors, machine 

operators, machine 
tooling, car repair, 
carpentry 

Benguela Fitting, welding, 
e lee tricians, 
machine tooling 

Huambo Metal working, 
electricians, 
mechanics, programming 

Nominal 
training 
capacity 

210 
160 
90 

60 

80 

70 
170 

300 

150 

Actual 
enrolment 

58 
llO 

17 

50 

70 

45 

250 

120 

Teachers 

13 
5 
5 

11 

13 

6 
72 

9+ 

Source: Conselho Nacional da Formac;ao Profissional - A Si tuai;ao_~Forma~ao 
Profissional na R.P. Angola, 1989. 

Note: Some of the training centres also offer a variety of non-industrial 
courses. The Benguela training centre primarily serves the ship 
repair and ship-building industry. 
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Due to a shortage of teachers, administrative personnel, educational 
materials and equipment, only 720 students could be trained in 1989. Training 
of a kind that would also be useful to industry is given by various training 
centres un<!er the Ministries of Agriculture, Fisheries, Construction, 
Transport and Energy. Co-operation between the Ministries c-ould be improved 
to prevent duplication and cut costs where obvious similarities exist in the 
type of technical training provided. 

In addition to formal training, complementary technical training is meant 
to make a variety of additional on-the-job training programmes available. 
Priority with regard to techn~cal training has been given to 97 firms, of 
which 44 are under the supervision of the Ministry of Industry. Presently, 72 
centres of this kind, with a capacity of 5,000 students, are believed to be 
functioning. Ang'Jlan firms are expected to contribute to this endeavour on 
the basis of their profits and the number of employees, while all Government 
organs which depend on the General Budget for their activities must include 
funds for this purpose within their annual budgets. 

5.2 Agricultural resources 

Angola could have emerged as one of the most prosperous agricultural 
economies in Africa. The population/arable land ratio is very favourable and 
Angola has a good cli:nate, plentiful water resources and soils allowing the 
cultivation of a very wide range of crops. Production of most crops has on 
the whole declined precipitously since the mid-1970s. The peasantry reverted 
to mainly subsistence farming because of the departure of the Portuguese bus~ 
traders, the low official buying prices and the deficiencies of the Government 
trading system. The spread of the guerilla war made matters worse, driving 
peasants from their fields, disrupting transport and making it difficult to 
re-establish a system of rural-urban trade. 

With a few exceptions, the downward trend in marketed production has not 
been clf>·uly reversed during the 1980s, although there are signs of recovery 
from 1986 onwards (Table 5.3). The recent drought and decreasing coffee 
prices, however, are likely to have a considerable downward effect on the 
output figures for cereals and coffee in 1989/1990. 

The Government is aware of the gravity of the country's agricultural 
decline and its adverse impact on the national economy. In 1986, the 
Government began to take steps towards a re-orientation of agricultural 
strategy. The pricing system has been liberalized and efforts are made to 
provide more incentive goods and equipment to rural areas. Agricultural 
extension services are to be improved. The top priority is to revive marketed 
production of maize and other food crops such as cassava and beans, in order 
to improve food supplies to the urban population and to reduce food import 
costs. The second priority is cotton, in view of the large needs of the 
domestic textile industry. The other main priorities are coffee, timber and 
livestock. Geographically, the greatest effort is likely to be made in the 
south west, in the context of the regional development progranune referred to 
above. This is a region that has been more or less untouched by the war and, 
with appropriate policy refocms, could generate substantial surpluses of 
maize, meat and other produce. Other assistance projects are foreseen in the 
province of Malanje, east of Luanda. Agricultural regeneration is extensively 
supported by bilateral and multilateral donc•rs. 
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Table 5.3: Agricultural production marketed by Government bodies, 
1980 - 1988 (selected years) 

(tonnes) 

1988 as 
1980 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 t. of 1980 

Seed cotton 1,453 290 254 307 1,059 2,244 154 
Rice 3,205 1, 735 285 772 1,096 124 4 
Potato~s 8,793 3,336 5,309 5,260 9,735 5,818 66 
Coffee 36,576 10,589 13,686 14.899 8,687 3,278 9 
Lemons 4,332 2,435 2,291 1,234 636 15 
Beans 693 1,169 2,398 2,452 2,227 684 99 
Vegetables 17,494 9,866 16,982 15,755 15,155 8,350 48 
Cassava 8,452 4,164 5,522 11,937 4,727 7,552 89 
Maize 30,840 16,343 11. 935 18,166 57,281 35,075 114 
Palmoil 3,290 1,532 1,190 563 748 23 
Sorghum 1,062 1,786 5 ,859 4,642 
Tobacco 251 296 38 50 31 12 

Source: Ministry of Planning lnforma~ao Estatistica 1987-1988 

These and other measures should gradually begin to reverse the decline in 
marketed agricultural production. However, recovery in much of the country 
will ultimately hinge on a restoration of security in the rural areas. This 
would also help the recovery of cattle raising. At present, too little meat 
is marketed to supply the domestic meat processing industr.y. 

Angola has large timber resources, especially in the North. Log 
production reached 550,000 cu.m. in 1973. A considerable part was exported. 
Production has declined steeply (in part because the Government introduced 
logging methods that would help to conserve forests), but started increasing 
again during the 1980s with Cuban assistance. Production was estimated at 
68,00C cu.m. in 1988, with a planned increase to 75,000 in 1989. Sawn wood 
production was 13,200 cu.m. in 1988, with an expansion to 50,000 cu.m. 
foreseen in 1989. 

The sea off Angola has rich fish resources, and fisheries were a major 
cofitributor to GDP before 1975, the annual catch being some 450,000 tons. War 
damage and the return of the fishing fleet to Portugal paralyzed large 
sections of the fish processing industry. Later, much of the fishing and 
processing was taken over by foreign vessels and factory ships. Factory 
rehabilitation and the construction of new stores, along with the arrival of 
new ships, have begun to revive the industry, but the total catch in 1988 was 
still only 210,000 tons, and most of this is consumed fresh. 
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5.3 ~ining and energy resources 

Energy resources 

Angola i3 particularly well endowed with energy resources. Its totc.>l 
proven recoverable re;;erves of crude petroleam, as of December 1984, ,.·ere 
estimated by the Government oil company Sonangol at 1.7 billion barrels. This 
is sufficient to maintain production at its present rate until the end of the 
century. Most Angolan oil is light with a low sulphur content. Satural gas 
reserves were estimated at 37 billion m1 at the end of 1984. Crude oil 
output increased by almost 200 per cent over the period 1980-1987, while 
production may reach 175 million barrels (mbl) in 1990 (Table 5.4). !n 
addition to these hydroca;:-bon resources, Angola has ~normous hydroelectric". 
p0tential on its numerous rivers, among them the Cunene and the Kwanza. As a 
larg~ net exporter of energy and the only oil producer in the region, Angola 
has teken responsi~ility for promoting co-operation in energy matters on 
behalf of SADCC, whose energy secretariat is based in Luanda. 

Mining 

Apart from petroleum deposits, Angola is very rich in minerals such as 
diamonds, iron ore, copper, manganese, phosphates, uranium, salt, coal, gold, 
bauxite, mica, nickel, limestone, gypsum, asphalt rock, rare earth and 
radioactive elements. Table 5.4 presents data pertaining to some major 
mineral products dudng 1973-1987. The mi:lerals industry of Angola is, in 
terms of value, the largest in the SADCC region. But this is almost entirely 
due to crude oil output. Diamond production was only one-seventh of the 1973 
figure in 1985, but has since picked up. Further growth is likely as the 
Angolan Government is discussing the exploitation of some very rich deposits 
with a foreign private enterprise. 

Table 5.4: Mineral production, selected years, 1973-1985 

Mineral Volume 1973 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 

Mining: 
Asphalt lOOOt 49.6 700 50.0 80.0 70.0 70 .0 
Diamonds mets 2.1 1.5 1.4 1. 2 1.0 0.9 0.7 0.3 0.9 
Granite 1000m 1 8.0 1. 3 1.4 1.6 1.4 0.5 0. l .!. ' 
Oil (crude) mbl 58.7 49.7 47 .4 47.6 65.2 74.7 84.4 102.9 131.1 
Salt lOOOt 96.7 23.8 38.9 21.9 7.9 6.0 5.3 6.7 

Source: Institute of Mining Research, Raw Materials Report, Harare, Zimbabwe, 
1986, Vol. 5 No. 1 • 

' Programa de Recu~era~ao Economica a Nivel Global, 
1989, p. 40. 

!I 1988 
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In the southern area, with good transportation by rail or road to the 
port of Namibe, a number of black granite quarries were operating in the past; 
black Angolan granite is internationally known. Its use is traditionally in 
the tombstone industry; currently this type of black granite is in heavy 
demand, particularly in the Cnited States and Japan. A 1987 DLUket and 
feasibility study~· concluded that there were excellent marketing 
possibilities, with a price of $500 per ton. In addition, there ar-e several 
deposits of marble (white, pink and other colours) nearby which ".ould be 
worked. Some of the marble could be exported, other marble types might be 
more suitable for the local market after cutting and polishing. A study is 
underway to investigate the industrial use of kaolin. 

5.4 Infrastructure 

The country had a resonably developed road i11frastructure at 
independence. The railway system consists of three parallel lines running 
east-west, built mainly to transport raw materials f~om the hinterland to the 
Atlantic Coast ports. The most important line, the Benguela line, is 
connected with the Zaire/Zambia Copperbelt, and hence with the East and South 
African railway system. 

War damage, loss of vehicles and rolling stock, insecurity anc! lack of 
maintenance funds have paralyzed large parts of the transport system. Foe 
security reasons alone, the eastern half of the three railway lines cannot be 
used. A $340 million road rehabilitation progranme was dra,.rn up in 
co-operation with SADCC in 1988. Rehabilitation progranmes were also 
formulated for the railway lines, and part of the Luanda line has been 
repaired. The largest amount ($280 million) has been earmar~ed for the 
Benguela line. Re-establishing the transport connections with Zaire (the 
so-called "Lobito Corridor project") is expected to cost $572. million. In 
early 1989, an international donor conference pledged a total of $90 millioo 
for the preparatory phase of the rehabilitation project. SADCC has also been 
involved in the preparation of this project. 

Angola has four main ports: Malongo/Cabinda, Luanda, Lobito and Namibe. 
With the exception of the Cabinda enclave port, these are all connected to the 
railway system. All ports - the oil port of Malango excepted - are working 
far below capacity, as exports of raw materials (their original ra{son d'etre) 
came to a virtual halt in the late 1970s. Rehabilitation of the ports. which 
suFfer from lack of maintenance and obsolescent installations, is an essential 
complement to the rehabilitation of the railway lines. The EC has pledged 
$ 20 million for the rehabilitation of Lobito. 

5.5 The role of technical co-operation 

The industrial recovery prograllllle outlined in SEF requires major efforts, 
both at the macro-level and at the micro-level: plant rehabilitation will only 
be effective in the long run if it takes place in the context of a coherent 
industrial recovery prograllllle. The manpower, equipment, spare ~arts and input 
requirements are clearly be1ond the means of the country. It will need strong 
support from the internatio:.al community if its efforts at regenerating the 
industrial sector, and the economy as a whole, are to be successful. 

l/ Walde, T., Mineral Developmc_nt in Angola_: Investment Polides, 
Legislation, Contr;t1·ts, :llat1ir;il R•:sourc1:s ;1n<l Energy Division, D1:partm<:11t 
ot Technical Co-oper·ation tor Development, L'nitcd Nations, :'-lcw Yoric, l'J87. 
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International assistance to industrial recovery takes various forms. 
Bi lateral arrangements could be envisaged in terms of an import package deal 
with the assistance of donor pledges in cases where idle capacity is due to 
lack of imported inputs. In May 1988, for example, import rtedges came from 
Italy ($21 million), France ($8 million), Sweden ($6 million), the Federal 
Republic of Germany ($4.4 million) and Portugal ($1 million). These pledges 
are emergency assistance for mor~ than 1.5 million people affected by war. 
Similar import pledges in terms of industrial inputs could be sought. Sweden 
already provides industrial inputs. The utilization cf irnport pledges for 
short-term rehabilitation progran111es is important not only because of the 
innediate effects in terms of production, but also because it may pave the way 
for more advanced forms of industrial co-operation. 

The EC is providing si!Dilar assistance. ECU 35 million was provided by 
the European Development Fund (EDF) for the import prograame for industrial 
inputs. loihile rehabilitation is a priority, industrial co-operation in the 
medium-term may involve expansion of promising industrial projects. In 1988 
the European Investment Bank (EIB) sanctioned ECU 4 million to finance small
and medium-scale projects, repayable in 10-20 years at 2 per cent interest. 
In the long run industrial co-operation could emphasize the establishment of 
new plants based on the country's abundant agricultural and ~ineral resources. 

In view of the current sizeable deficit of skilled manpower, there 
continues to be a special need for experts assigned to on-line positions. In 
the field of Government administration, IMF experts are to assist the Ministry 
of Finance ir. budgetary issues. In the fields of middle-level technical and 
man:igerial functions, recent contracts with research and development 
institutions and with educational and training establishments in several Latin 
American countries have been successful and it is intended to more fully tap 
thei~ relevant experience and capabilities for the national development 
process by way of project components or Technical Co-operation among 
Developing Countries (TCDC) projects. Regional training and research as well 
as transport management are also being considered. 

The 1982-1986 UNDP Country Progra11111e earmarked $21.4 mi 11 ion for 
development projects. In the .'.:ourse of its implementation top priority was 
accorded to the rehabilitation of product ion capacity of food processing and 
other vital industries. It was also re-oriented to expand emergency anri 
relief programmes, to revamp and modernize national accounts and the fiscal 
revenue system and to effectively plan and organize economic recovery and 
reconstruction programmes at the regional level. 

Angola's Second Country ProgralTITie (1987-1991) coincided with introduction 
of the SEF. The primary objectives are effective economic management and 
resource mobilization for reconstruction and development and reactivation of 
agricultural production. The estimated share of the industrial sector in the 
1987-1991 Programme is 23 per cent, with an outlay of $7.3 million. The 
majority of the projects was under implementation in 1989/90. Arsistance was 
concentrated in the following major areas (see also the list 1f UNIDO's 
approved and/or operational projects in Annex C): 

ind us trial 
assistance 
improving 
i 11rl11st r ia I 

maintenance and repair; 
to the GARE enterprise restructuring programme; 
the capacity of the Ministry to prepare and 
proj1~cts; 

r • ·Ii. it' i I i t.1 t i "11 >I 111.11111L1 ,. !. 11 r i r r Jo( • ~ n t •: r pr i s cs . 

evaluate 
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Some of the projects have:. strong training con:ponent, tu ensur.:: 
long-term development effects. The rehabilitation prograrrme so far only 
covers a group of bakeries. Larger-scale, intedinked rehabil:tation efforts 
will among others depend on the emergence of a more favourable pol icy and 
institutional environment. It is in these areas that the prorities for 
industrial support in 1990 may be found. Assistance to the implementation of 
the SEF progranune for the manufacturing sector is the first priority. This 
includes assistance to the formulation of sector ar.d sub-sector plans, a~d to 
the implementation of the restructurir6/privatization programmes for 
industrial enterprises. Follow-up to the support rendered under this priority 
will include assistance to the design of the new Five Year Plan (1991-1992} 
and to the preparation of the international donor's conference planned for 
early 1991. This conference will focus on national reconstruction efforts. 

Other priorities indicated in the L~DP industrial sector progranune 
include: 

Improving the absorption capacity for industrial projects. 
This includes assistance to the preparation and evaluation of 
industrial projects and training for personnel in the relevant units 
of the Ministry of Industry; 

Creation and strengthening of institutions providing specialized 
services to enterprises. Specific areas of assistance under this 
priority include: small and medium-scale industries, standardization 
and quality control, training, maintenance and industrial finance 
systems. 

Assistance to the implementation of rehabilitation projects in 
priority industries. This type of assistance would include sectoral 
and sub-sectoral surveys, pre-investment studies for projects and 
assistance to the negotiation of financing. 

Until recently, most bilateral and multi lateral agencies usually worked 
independently of each other in the preparation and execution of projects. 
Co-ordination meetings were initiated in 1989. UNDP has proposed that in the 
future such co-ordination meetings will also be held regularly with the 
Government, as well as at other working levels. Industrial development is to 
a large extent dependent on improvements elsewhere: in agriculture, in 
physical infrastructure, in the educational system and in the planning and 
administration of economic development. An integrated approach to industrial 
and economic recovery in Angola is clearly essential and such co-ordination 
should therefore increase the efficiency of technical assistance. 
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ANNEX A 

STATISTICAL TABLES 
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Table A-1: Value of imports, 1980, 198~-1987 (Kz million) 

Product category 1980 1984 1985 1986 1987 

Animal products 2,262 1, 226 1,084 508 421 
Vegetable raw materials 4,357 3,099 2,284 1,465 848 
Oils and fats 1,531 l ,006 l, 196 734 461 
Processed food 4,293 l,949 1,892 1,372 879 
Minerals 354 130 127 190 184 
Chemicals 2,621 l,4i.9 1, 702 1,480 1,011 
Plastics l ,578 704 454 569 168 
Pulp and paper 808 380 411 239 109 
Textiles 2,902 l,816 1,451 l,128 734 
Leather, made-up textiles 482 265 218 170 79 
Non-metallic minerai products 213 137 132 228 106 
Basic metals 3,049 3,730 2,385 2,296 2,645 
Machinery and equipment 5,805 2,879 2,571 4,870 3,978 
Transport equipment 8, 570 2,240 3,123 2,767 l ,271 
Scientific/optical equipment 382 192 271 306 218 
Others 513 198 393 272 166 

Total 39,720 21,370 19,694 18,594 13,278 

Source: Ministry of Planning - lnformacao Estatistica, 1987-1988. 

Table A-2: Value of exports, 1984-1988 (Kz million) 

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 

Crude petroleum 52,455 5 7 ,169 34,483 60,060 64,588 
Refined petroleum 2,760 2,818 1,182 2,259 1,399 
Gas 954 1,016 639 652 597 
Diamonds 1,921 l ,005 242 2,875 5,420 
Coffee 2,393 1,644 1,572 1,010 570 
Wood 138 109 22 67 3 
Other 84 552 127 110 

TOTAL 60,705 63,761 38,695 67,109 73,101 

Source: Ministry of Plano ing - !_nJ~!:"_ma~?_o __ F._s_t(j,_t i~~!£i!._i_l 9!!J:JJ~8. ·------ ·-
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Table A-3: 'fajor sour:ces of _imp_o_rt~ ___ l ~~4:_1J8? 
Y'.:il~~_J~z mi 11 ioaj 

-------

1984 1985 1986 1987 

Portugal 3,027 2,607 1,862 1,550 
USA 3, 300 ] ,406 1,515 2,129 
France 2,080 2,208 2,552 1, 909 
~ether lands 1, 520 1,424 1,685 S4'1 
F.R. Germany 1, 347 1,519 1,438 1,540 
Brazil 1,611 2, 116 2,016 1,686 
Japan 629 652 798 246 
United Kingdom 785 968 745 267 
German Democratic 

Republic 1,194 602 458 520 
Cuba 165 455 348 175 
Italy 1,022 725 654 575 
Other 4,690 5,0ll 4,523 2, 132 

Total 21,370 19,694 18,594 13,278 

Source: Ministry of Planning - Informa~ao Estatistica, 1987-1988. 

Table A-4: Major export destinations, 1984-1987 
Value (Kz million) 

1984 1985 1986 

USA 23,667 29,077 15. 30 7 
United Kingdom 9,868 6,937 1,095 
Brazil 3,539 4, 194 3,525 
Spain 5,234 7 ,873 4,393 
Netherlands 4, 724 2,417 2,262 
Belgium-Luxemburg 802 1,016 1,243 
German Democratic Republic 1,446 950 874 
Portugal 700 2, 144 1,600 
Japan 126 71 90 
Other 10,717 12,289 8,664 

Total 60,823 66,968 39,053 

·------

Source: Ministry of Planning - Inf~rma~Estatistica, 1987-1988. ----

Note: Totals differ slightly from tho~e in Table A-2. 

-------

1987 

36,624 
0 

2,622 
268 

6 ,871 
2,067 

245 
903 
413 

14,866 
64,879 



Petrol 
Jet fuel 
Kerosene 
Gasoil 
Fuel oil 
Bitwnen 

Output 
1987 

105,993 
173,644 

30,482 
376,851 
642,493 

6,609 

- )8 -

Output by 
3rd quarter 

1988 

105,244 
177 ,905 
20,042 

368, 103 
487,914 

10,934 

Planned Output 
1989 1990 

114 ,000 
135,000 
45,000 

400,000 
694,000 

10,000 

114 ,000 
135,000 
45,000 

400,000 
694,000 

10,000 

~~: Ministry of Planning - Programa de Recupera~ao Economica, 1989. 



Table A-6: Selected performance indicators of Angolan manufacturing, 1980-1987&/ 
(Kz million at 1985 prices) 
unless otherwise indicated 

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 

Gross value of production 16,479 17,566 17,553 22,745 22,740 23,460 23,375 
Value added 4,622 6. 51+ 2 6,689 7,174 8,022 9,173 9,408 

----- ---------

l:,Hnposed of: 
Salaries 3,354 4,370 4,911 5t115 3,590 6,820 7,269 

Amortization 1,475 1,380 1,368 l,16C 1,150 1,180 1,315 
l{ent 188 195 195 214 217 205 203 
Interest and other 
financial expenses 480 512 570 573 530 Sl7 513 

l>irect tax 1,675 1,765 1,720 2,240 2,480 2,621 2,411 
Lusses -3,640 -3,700 -4,533 -4,310 -3,815 -3,815 -3,800 
Profits 1,090 2,016 2,480 2,175 1,870 1,725 1,495 

Value added/Gross value, ('1) 28 37 38 31 33 39 40 
Salaries/Value added, ('1) 72 67 73 71 69 74 77 
Employment, (nwuber) 48,830 51,240 55,991 57,225 59,680 56,994 60,635 
Gross production value 

per employee (Kz 1000) 335.7 342.8 313.5 397.5 381.0 411.6 385.5 
Average salary 

per employee (Kz 1000) 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.08 0.09 0.12 0 .13 

1987 .... , 

-- -

17,525 
8,665 

--------

7' '>0'> 
1 '2118 

:W9 

677 
l '926 

-1+ '000 
1,100 

1+9 

87 
'>8,300 

300.6 

0. 13 

- ------·-·· 

S,>urce: Ministry of Industry. 

.1 / Covers 80 per cent of manufacturing firms and e.mployment. 

b/ Estimate. 

U1 

'° 



Table A-7: Selected performance indicators of Angolan food industries, 1980-1987 
(Kz million at 1985 prices) 
unless otherwise indicated 

1980 1981 1982 1983 l.984 1985 1986 

Gross value of production 5. 121 '•. 561 4,950 7,329 7,050 7,346 7. 135 
Value added 1,001 1,522 1,350 1,512 1,797 2, 128 2, 194 

Composed of: 
Salaries 1,1;'4 1,670 1,755 1,780 2,085 2,651 2,808 
Amortization 540 507 504 360 355 350 390 
l<en t 57 60 59 62 65 60 60 
Interest and other 
tinancial expenses 180 190 215 185 122 107 105 
Di i·ect tax 550 575 585 730 760 7% 746 
Luss es -1,920 -2,070 -2,378 -2,155 -2' 100 -2,250 -2,280 
l'rnfits 420 580 610 550 510 414 365 

Value added/Gross value, ('%.) 19 34 27 20 25 29 31 
~alaries/Value added, ('%.) 117 109 130 117 116 125 128 
employment, (number) 22, 180 23,050 23,373 22,527 24,353 24 I 793 26,073 
Gn>ss product ion 

value per employee 
( Kz 1000) 230.q 197.9 211. 9 325.3 289.5 296 .3 273.7 

A~erage salary per emplcyee 0.0') 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.09 0. 11 0. 11 
( Kz 1000) 

198 7•./ 

6,258 
2,020 

2,902 
376 

61 

215 
594 

-2,390 
33(1 

33 
139 

25,080 

249.5 
0. 11 

---------·--

~1>u1·ce: Ministry of Industry. 

~/ Estimate. 

a--
0 



Table A-8: Selected performance indicators of Angolan light consumer goods industry, 1980-1987 
(Kz million at 1985 p~ices) 

_ _ _ _ Gross value of production 
Value added 

Composed of: 
Salaries 
Amortization 
Rent 
Interest and other 
financial expenses 

Direct tax 
Losses 
Profits 

Value added/Gross value, (1) 
~alaries/Value added, (1) 
Emp 1 oymen t , (number ) 
Gross production value 

pt!r employee (Kz. 1000) 
Average salary per employee 

(Kz. 1000) 

1980 

8,437 
2,747 

l, 275 
605 

85 

207 
750 

-725 
550 

32 
46 

17,516 

481.7 
0.07 

Suurce: Ministry of Industry. 

~/ Estimate. 

unless otherwise indicated 

1981 

9,742 
3,945 

1982 

9,133 
3,868 

1983 

12,051 
4 ,013 

1984 

12,676 
4,373 

12,375 
4,211 

1986 

12. 2') l 
4,691 

---------------- -------·------ ---- - -

l, 770 
567 

87 

220 
805 

-755 
1,251 

40 
44 

18,975 

513.4 
0.09 

-----------

1,953 
560 

87 

210 
760 

-1,327 
1,625 

42 
50 

20,648 

442.3 
0.09 

1,972 
520 

86 

180 
l ,UlO 

-1,170 
1,415 

33 
49 

21,063 

572.1 
0.l.)9 

2,053 
535 

87 

153 
1,190 
-815 

1,170 

34 
46 

20. 95 7 

604.9 
0.10 

2,543 
535 

82 

140 
1,260 
-820 

1,051 

38 
53 

20. 345 

608.3 
0 .12 

2' 7 /1 l 
615 

81 

135 
1,150 
-850 

820 

38 
58 

21,829 

561. 2 
0. 13 

19876 / 

8,~>13 
11,320 

2,8'.'>2 
':>85 

8/1 

11. 7 
922 

-890 
620 

') l 
66 

20,988 

/105. 6 
0. l/1 

~ 

~-----------------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-~---........... . 



Table A-9: Selected performance indicators of Angolan heavy industry, lg80~l987 
(Kz million at 1985 prices) 
unless otherwise indicated 

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 

Gross value of production 2,921 3,263 3,470 3,455 3,014 3,539 3,989 

Value added 874 1,065 1,4 71 1,649 1,852 2. 2 311 2,522 

Compared of: 
Salaries 905 930 1,203 1,363 1,452 1,626 1,720 

Amortization 330 310 304 280 260 275 310 

Rene. 46 48 49 66 65 63 6?. 

Interest and other 
financial expenses 93 102 145 210 255 270 275 

Direct tax 375 385 375 505 530 565 515 

Losses -1,995 -2,895 -1,850 -2,985 -2,900 -2 .. 825 -2,670 

p l«)f its 120 185 245 210 190 260 310 

V~lue added/Gross value, ('1) 29 33 ~2. 48 61 63 63 

Salaries/Value added, (1) 103 87 81 83 78 73 68 

E111ployment, (nwnber) 9,134 9,21) ll. 9 70 13,b35 14,370 11,856 12,733 

Gross producttion 
valne per employee 
(Kz. 1000) 319.8 354.1 289.9 253.4 209.7 298.5 313.3 

Average salary: 
Salaries per employee 0.10 0.10 0.10 O. ll 0.10 0.14 0.14 

o.:z. 1000) 

-- -

Sliurce: Ministry of Tndustry. 

iJ.i Estimate. 

198 7""/ 

2,754 
2,266 

---

1,717 
293 

611 
"' N 

315 
1116 

-2. 720 
150 

---·-·---- ---

82 
77 

12. 21d 

225.0 

0. 14 



Table A-10: Geographical distribution of manufacturing enterprises according to ISIC cate_&2ries, 1983 

I~IC Tota! 
P1·ovince 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 Number Percentage 

---

Cabinda 1 1 - - - 1 - - 3 
Zdire - - - - - - - - - 0 
L'ige 1 - 1 1 - - - - - 3 1 

- - Lunda Norte 1 l - - - - - - - -
~lala•1ge - - 1 1 - - - - - 2 1 
Bengo 2 - - - - - - - - 2 1 

Luanda 23 19 3 6 24 8 5 40 8 136 5) 

K.,,·anza Norte 2 - - - - - - - - 2 1 
Luanda Sul - - - - - - - - - 0 
Kwanza Sul - - - - - - - - - 0 

O'-
Bie 2 - l l - - - - - '• 2 \..J 

:'-loxico 2 - - - - - - - - 2 1 

Huambo 7 6 l 1 l - - 5 - 21 
r--~. 

9 ~ 

B.,;nguela 14 7 ? 6 4 1 2 8 3 47 19 

Hui la 12 2 1 1 l 1 - 2 20 8 

Namibe 2 - 1 1 - - - - - 4 2 
Kunene - - - - - - - - - 0 
Kuando - Kubango - - - - - - - - - 0 

- - - -

fotal 6<) 35 11 18 30 11 7 55 11 247 100 

Suu1·ce: Calculated on the basis of General Register of Firms, April 1983. 
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ANNEX B 

LAWS RELATING TO FOREIGN INVESTMENT, 1988 
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Foreign exchange law 
(4th June, 1988) 

(Swmnary) 

Under the foreign exchange law, the area of foreign exchange is the 
monopoly of the Government, with the Ministry of Finance acting as the supreme 
authority. The authority and tasks of the National Bank of Angola (NBA) are 
defined in separat€ statutes and laws. 

Angolan individuals or associations are subject to this law for foreign 
exchange activities. Non-residents of Angola are subject to the law to the 
extent that the' c activities which involve foreign exchange take place on 
Angolan territory. Financial transactions of Government-owned enterprises are 
subject to special legislation. 

On the basis of this law, the NBA has the right to regulate all kinds of 
foreign exchange transactions. When the resident status of ir.dividuals or 
legal entities is not clear, the NBA is authorized to determine their status. 

While transactions between residents must take place in nationai 
currency, - except in cases indicated in special legislation - those between a 
resident and a non-resident in Angola can take place in foreign currency. 
Such transaction must involve legally recognized financial institutions. 
Foreign currency payments to a resident must be reported to the NBA. Foreign 
currency accounts need the approval of the NBA. Credit in foreign currency 
provided to a resident must be taken up within 90 days unless stipulated 
otherwise. 

Non-compliance to this law can be punished by fines or imprisonments up 
to 8 years, and the economic activities of the guilty party can be 
prohibited. The NBA has the authority to investigate such cases. 

Law on economic activities, 
(2 July 1988) 

(Summary) 

According to this law, econooic 
production and distribution of goods, 
and aiming at profits. 

activities are those involving the 
and se~vice activities involving costs 

Economic activities can be undertaken individually or collectively, but 
in all cases the approval of the relevant authorities (as indicated by the 
law) !.s needed. Enterprises can be owned by the Government. co-operatives. 
individuals, or a combination of private and public owners. Private ownership 
can also be foreign. Special legislation applies to the various types of 
ownership. Individual economic activities are encou:-aged especially in the 
field of services. 

The Government will support economic activities which conform with the 
National Plans, which broaden the scope of socidlist production relations (as 
in the case of co-operatives) or which make a contribution to produr.tivity, 
employment or regional development in other ways. 
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The Government guarantees equitabte treatment of all actors in the 
economy, and will not intervene in their activities except in eases indicated 
in the relevant laws. Economic actors can demand rectification of Government 
o.:tions which they consider harmful. The Government retains. a monopoly on 
central bank functions, defense industries. water and electricity supply, 
ba~ic sanitation, teleconmunications and post services, social conmunications, 
air transport, long distance railway and sea transport, public city transport, 
the administration of ports and airports. 

Public enterpise can be wholly Government-owned and operated; 
Government-o~ned but operated in accordance with the Law on CollUllercial 
Activities; er mixed enterprise involving domestic or foreign private 
enterprise. The role of Government enterprise is tu be modified in the 
framework of SEF, in accordance with principles 3nd regulations to be 
formulated by the Council of Ministers, taking account of regional and 
sectoral priorities and viability considerations. The exploitation of natural 
resources (which remain national property) is only possible with a concession 
obtained f ram the Government, and must take place in a rational, 
environmentally sound way. 

Law on Foreign Investment 
(16 July, 1988) 

(SU111Dary) 

In principle, foreign investment is prohibited in activities related to 
national security and central banking; water and electricity supply; education 
and health; post and public telecoD111unications; other forms of conmunication 
(e.g. radio); administr~tion of ports and airports; air and long distance sea 
transport; and any other field covered by t:he present law. However, the 
Council of Ministers is empowered to authorize foreign investment 1n 
subsidiary or complementary areas to the ones referred to above. 

Foreign investment can take the form of financial capital, capital goods 
or technology. It can take the organizational form of mixed enterprises 
(partly Government-owned), private joint ventures, other association with 
Angolan nationals, wholly foreign-owned companies, and financial participation 
in activities that are not directly productive. 

The Angolan la~ guarantees a just and equal treatment of foreign 
companies and autonomy in their operations. Transf~rs of profits and 
re-exports of products or holdings are allowed upon authorfaation by the 
Ministry of Finance. In special cases, arrangements can be made (through the 
Ministry of Finance) for tax and duties reductions. Such incentives will, 
e.g., be given to companies reinvesting profits and making a special 
contribution to training and employment. Should expropriation be unavoidable, 
proper indemnification will be guaranteed. Foreign investors are obliged to 
respect the relevant laws (tax, industrial relations, environment, etc.), and 
are expected to transfer knowledge and technology, apart from making every 
effort to run their enterprise in an efficent and profitable way. In this 
context, the submission of a detailed investment proposal, including a 
feasibility study, is essential to acquire permission to invest in Angola. 
Evaluation of the submissions wi.11 talre place within 90 days and will 
concentrate in particular on the following aspects: 
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contribution to exports and export div~rsif ication; 
import substitution; 
production .:if raw materials for manufacturing and of other goods and 
services that are essential for the national economy; 
location; 
expected economic activities and benefits; 
foreign exchange cost and earnings. 

On the basis of the evaluation. the Council of Ministers authorizes 
projects; authorization may be delegated to the Ministers of Planning or 
Finance, and the ~inistry responsible for the economic sector in question. 
Foreign investors must provide employment to Angolans, as agreed j the 
individual projects, and must transfer knowledge to Angolan employees. To the 
extent that Angolan nationals with the required qualities are not available, 
expat~icates may be employed. These are subject to Angolan law, although 
exemptions may be granted. 

Cessation of activities 
agreement or by existing laws) 
Ministry of Planning. 

(in so far as not foreseen in the original 
is only possible with the authorization of the 

Decree on the approval procedure for foreign investment, 1989 
(Swmiary) 

Phase I Informa~ion phase 

During the information phase, a potential foreign investor can make 
inquiries with th? state entities that are relevant to the investment proposal. 

Phase II Declaration of Intentions 

After the information phase, the potential investor presents a 
declaration of intentions according to an established format to the Cabinet of 
Foreign Investment (GIE), Ministry of Planning. GIE solicits the opinion of 
the relevant Ministry. 

Phase III Presentation of Investment Proposal 

The investor presents a complete proposal for foreign investment to the 
GIE. Again a pre-established format is used for guidance. The proposal has 
to include a feasibility study to allow the Angolan authorities to assess the 
project's viability in a national economic context. 

Phase lV Evaluation 

The investment proposal is evaluated by an evaluation r.ommission in which 
participate the GIE, the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of Conunerce, the 
relevant Ministry, the BNA, and the Institute for Physical Planning. The 
commission prepares an advise on the basis of its evaluation. 

Phase V Approval 

On the b;isis of thf: advire, the 
of Plan or the '.'1inist1:r of Fin;irir·r:. 
registered with the BNA, and the 
investmen~ project will be transferred 

projert 
Aft•' r 

duties 
to the 

ran b1: ;spprov1:d by th•: :--'li11i,;t1:r 
approv.1 I, t h1: pro j•:r t wit I be 

and rights connected with the 
investor. 
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ANNEX C 

UNIDO'S APPROVED AND/OR OPERATIONAL PROJECTS 
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UNIDO's Approved and/0r Operational Technical Co-operation Projects 
(approved = PAD issued) 

Peop~ e's Republic of ANGOLA 

Project Number 

SI/ANG/90/801 

DP/ANG/89/017 

Backstopping 
Responsi bil i tv 

IO/IIS/INFR 

10/IIS/INFR 

DP/ANG/86/004** 10/T/AGRO 

DP/ANG/89/004** IO/TIENG 

DP/ANG/85/003* 

TF/ANG/89/001 

SI/ANG/89/801 

IO/OS/FEAS 

IO/OS/FEAS 

PPD 
!PP/STAT 

All.Ace.Code Project Title 

Jl2103 

Jl2106 

Jl3103 

J13316 

Jl4102 

Jl4102 

E03400 

Advisory assistance in policies and 
strategies for promotion and 
development of small and 
medium-scale industries 

Technical assistance to the 
implementation of the redimensioning 
programme for the Angolan enterprise 
sector - preparatory assistance (in 
co-operation with IIS/IMR and PLAN) 

Assistance in the rehabi~itation of 
the bread production chain 

Centre de maintenance industrielle 
(phase IV) (continuation of 
DP/ANG/82/020) 

Esta~lishment of a unit for 
preparation and analysis of 
industrial projects (phase I) (see 
also TF/ANG/89/001) 

Associate expert 

Technical assistance to the 
enhancement of computerized survey 
of Angolan Industrial Enterprises 

* l.:1ri•,1· ::r·:il•· projf•1·t total ;i))n!m1·11t $J',n,n~10,"r ;i!Jf1V1·) 

•• ,T<1Ltl :t] I"! :1w11t 1: I mi 11 ion f>r :1hn•11· 
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